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PREFACE 

This study was commissioned by the Technical Resources Office of the Asia 

Bureau of USAID and contracted under Water Management Synthesis II (CID/AID

DAN-4127-C-00-2086-00). The report includes a synthesis of four studies done by 

local consultants in four Asian countries. Each study was done through the country 

USAID mission. The studies in Sri Lanka, Nepal and the Philippines were country 

wide studies focussing primarily on government irrigation systems. The study in 

India was restricted to government projects in the State of Maharashtra. A 

previously prepared study for Pakistan was also utilized. Summaries of the four 

case studies are included as Appendix A. 

The author would like to thank Leslie Small, Norman Uphoff, Mark Svendsen, 

Douglas Merrey, L.S. Cabanilla, Tek Bahadur Shrestha, A.T.M. Silva, Jagannathrao 

R. Pawar, John Dixon and Maynard Hufschmidt for their helpful comments on 

earlier drafts. Special thanks goes to Robert Westgate who took the lead in putting 

together the two appendices which provide a summary of the foLur country studies 

as well as a review of literature. The final content of the report is my 

responsiblity and does not represent the views of USAID or Water Management 

Synthesis II. 



FOREWARD 

This working paper prepared by K. William Easter is being circulated with the 
hopes that we can obtain suggestions to improve the content. It focuses on a 
subject of growing importance and concern that has received relatively little 

attention in the past. 

The conventional wisdom is that we need to devote more resources to 0 & M 
and that we need to find ways to encourage farmers to pay for systems 
maintenance. Beyond this, very little can be found in the literature even to clarify 
precisely what we mean by improved 0 & M.
 

This paper synthesizes the report of the 
0 & M experience in four Asian 
countries and attempts to clarify some of the issues involved. Your comments are 

invited. 

Randolph Barker
 
Cornell University
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REJRRID 0S OF IRR.GATION IN ASIA:
OPRATION AND MAINTMN~CE (0 &M) 

This report reviews the recurring costs situation for irrigation 
in Asia. These are tne costs associated with project operation and 
maintenance (0 & M).I/ As is well documented in the literature many 
developing countries have neglected project 0 &Mwhich has resulted 
in a rapid depreciation of past irrigation investments (Carruthers,
 
1981). Irrigation systems fail 
to irrigate their total command areas 
and after a f ew years parts of the systems no longer function (Wade,
 
1975), Thie problem seems to be that no 
one is willing to invest the 
necessary funds and human resources in 0 &:1 to assure that irrigation 
projects operate at a hign level of performance over a long period of 

timp, 

"Concern with 0 &M is not a new issue, and indeed thereare precedents in provision of resources to sustain 0 &&4 The new dimension is the apparent scale of theproblem and -the likely trend. Unease with the scale ofdeficit operating performance of irrigation schemesstems fram a variety of sources. With the World Bankexperience, some indications of the problem come fromobservations and reports of field investigators atappraisal, supervision and completion phases. Tangibleevidence of general need comes from the increasingnumber of rehabilitation projects being implemented incountries as diverse as Mexico, Nepal and Indonesia"(Carruthers, 1981, p. 53). 

I/Operation and maintenance includes the management of water suppliesand the upkeep of system facilities from the water source to thefanners' fields. _e mean the cost of operation andmaintenance of the irrigation system. Oprkation means .heallocation and delivery of water supplies, including the managenentof any storage facjlities,
M 

and handling of drainage runoff.is the upeep of irrigation and drainage struoures,embankments, dams, outlets, and channels and the removal of silt andvegetation f ram canals and storage facilities. 
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The funding of this study is further Evidence of tre groing concern among knowledgeable pecple in door agencies concerning the scale and 
trend of this problem.
 

To provide a good overview of the problem 
 of recurrent costs,
the report is divided into six major sections and an appendix

reviewing the literature. 
 First is a discussion of the conceptual
water management model wnich is used in the study. Second is a 
discussion of now the water mamgment- model is applied to specific
operation and maintenance problems. The third section summarizes the 
water fee collection policies of the four study areas: Nepal, SriLanka, India and the Aiilippisas. Tfe fourth section discusses the
performance of the four countries in dealing witn problems associated 
with the recurring costs of irrigation. The individual consulting
reports, on which sections three and four are based, are of uneven
quality but d provide a basis for comparing the four countries. 
Hcwever, in terms of fee collections the record in Nepal and Sri Lankais quite limited due to the lack of experience. For example, Sri

Lanka has just recently launched a maj or 
 effort to improve 0 &M 
collections but it is too early to draw any solid conclusion 
concerning this effort. Finally, the India study was limited by the
fact that tine and funding restricted it 
 to the large central state of
 
Maharashtra.
 

The fifth sec 
ion discusses the alternatives available for
increasing the investment in 0 &Mand relates them to the four
country studies. Me final section considers tte criteria for setting
water fees and discusses the problems associated with charging a 
uniform fee across all projects. 
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Water Ma eag
nt Model
 
One of 
 the problems associated with providing adequate 0 &m is

the absence of a wnole system perception. There is a failure to 
perceive the vital nature cf 0 &Min the success of a project.
Consequently, a conceptual model was adopted for this study wnich 
takes a whole system app-roah" It is based on a water managenent
model developed by Bower and Hufschmidt (1984) wnich includes three
major components: (1) a management r involving five stages, (2)
a water management sj with three elements and (3) a jet of linked 
activiti and tas. Each component provides different insights into 
water management problems. For the problem of recurring costs certain 
parts of the model will be of particular importance. 

Manageenit Process 
The first component considers water management a processas 


involving various stages starting with planning and ending with
 
operatioon and maintenance (see Figure 1). For this report the primary 
concern is with the last stages of operation and maintenance (0 &M).
It is in these last stages that recurring coscs are important. Yet
 
the difficulty involved in providing adequate 0 &Mis 
 dependent on
 
the project design and how well the project is 
 constructed. A well
 
designed ana constructed project will require muc 
 less effort in 0 &
Mto acnieve the same level of irrigation efficiency than one which is 
poorly designed or constructed. 

As CarrurJners (.1981) points out, 0 &Mproblems may even start at 
the planning stage: 



I 

4FIGURE 1. 
The Five Stages of Integrated Watershed Managment
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"Many problens with 0 &Mmighr be traced back tothe project planning stage. In principle projectappraisal examines the technical, economic,financial, organizational, managerial andoperatiornl aspects of the plan. Each of theseaspects is not treated equally in relation to 0&Mand sufficient disaggregated detail of workingprocedires is seldcn provided. The emphasis ofappraisal reports is at present mainly upontechnical, economic and financial aspects ofprojects. Indeed, isit also the technical,econouc and financial aspects of the initial workswhich receive most consideration" (p. 56). 

AnOther important characteristic of this management process is 
that the planning and design work is more easily done at the central 
offices located in the wajor cities, sucm as, New relhi, Bangkok, and 
Mtaka. In contrast, the operation and maintenance f irrigation
 
systems takes place in rural 
areas. This means that the better
 
educated and trained people who prefer 
 to locate in the major cities 
are involved in planning and design. Yet they do not get thie local 
input so necessary to make the plans and designs fit local conditions. 
For operation and maintenance work, theparticularly maintenance, 
yoLuiger and less experienced people get the job. They have to live in 
the remote areas and spend a good bit of their time trying to get back 
to tre major urban areas. Thus in general the plans and designs are
 
technically 
very well done but do not necessarily fit local
 
conditions, 
 while operation and maintenance are done in the local
 
areas 
but do not receive the same attention and resources.
 

The same 
problem shows up in the budget., The planning, design 
and construction stages are well funded, often by donors, while 
inadequate fimds are allocated for 0 &M. Wnen the construction 
budget is cut to reduce project costs the impacts these cuts will nave 
on increasing future 0 &M costs are usually ignored. 
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his situation is complicated by the fact that in many Asian 
Countries 0 & M is done
 

"by an organization whose 
 primary ftmction has been 
c. That is why few of the professionalstaff on a particular canal will have had muchprior experience of O &M. It is also why theynot especially int s 

are 
in 0 &M: because (a)the 0 &M budget will be a tiny part of the overallIrrigation Department budget, so its allocation andscrutiny will be given little attention; (b)professional reputation will be anchored firmly inconstruction; and because (c) they will tend tobehave, while doing 0 & Mwork, in the top-downhierarchical control mode appropriate forconstruction but inappropriate for 0 & M' (Wade

1985a, p. 7). 

Finally, once feasibility studies are completed, project planners 
tend to lose interest in evaluation. This means that project managers 
generally lack reportinga or monitoring system which could be used to 
suggest needed changes in 0 & M. This lack of data, including who
 
gets water and what 
crops are produced, also makes it very difficult
 
to set up a system for collecting water fees or charges. 
 If a
 
government wants 
 to collect water fees from farmers who receive
 
irrigation water 
from a project, then one basic requirement is an
 
accurate information 
system which identifies those who actually
 

receive adequate irrigation water.
 

Water ert s 

The second facet of the model involves water management as a 
system which includes a set of facilities, implementation tools and 
institutional and organizational arrangements which are used to 
capture and deliver water to farmers (see Figure 2). The system 
requires inputs of labor, materials. land and management skills which 



FIGURE 2. Irrigation Management System with Inputs and Outputs 
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along with the irrigation facilities, institutions, organizations and
implementation tools are used to provide the desired output of water.
If the system is managed efficiently water is delivered at the time
and in the quantity which produces optimum agricultural production 
with minixt-n adverse environmental effects.
 

In terms of the water management 
 system the institutional and
organizational arrangements and implementation tools are just as 
important as tne pbysical Parts of the irrigatio. For exanple, tne 
rules and incentives which govern the collection of irrigation water 
charges and/or the provision of fanner labor for system maintenance 
are of central concern for o &M. An additional concern is the 
government agency and/or farmer groups which 
 are ivolved or 
should beinvolved in activities related to operating and maintaining the system 
and/or in collecr.ing fees. 

Activitie s and Tasks
 
The third component of 
 the water management model involves a set

of linked activities and tasks which are necessary for water delivery.
Water management is subdivided into specific steps which government
agencies, fanner organizations or individual farmers must perform if

the desired outputs are 
to be obtained. One can visualize a surface 
water irrigation system as beginning with a watershed frm which water

is collected in a 
storage reservoir (see Figure 3). The water is &hen

taken through 
canals and delivered to fanners, fields. Finally, thereis a systen of drainage carals which drains off excess water. Witci
each of the components of this sinplified systen, activities and tasks 
are required to assure effective deliver of water. For example, to 
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operate the canal system effectively rules must be established to 
allocate water among different parts of the system and dates must be 
set for water release and shut-off.
 

In groundwater 
 or river pumping the system woUld be somewhat 
siuplified. The watershed would be less important for groundwater 
unless it is the area where the groundwater is recharged. Instead of 
a reservoir there would be an aquifer or river from which pumps are 
used to withdraw water. No diversion structures would be present and 
the system of canals would probably not be as large since the area 
oumanded by a given pump is usually smaller than most surface 
irrigation systems. However, the area served ty a large pump would be 
the same as many of the small tanks (reservoirs) of Sri Lanka, South 
India and Northeastern Thailand. Uhe system of farm ditches and
 
drainage 
canals would also be smaller. In fact, because of the better 
water control which is generally possible with pump irrigatiun
 
systems, the drainage problems 
are likely to be much less than those
 
in large surface irrigation systems.
 

peration andMa. ntenahce
 
This study focuses 
on the last part of the water management 

process: operation and maintenance (0 &M) (see Figure 1). In 
addition, watershed mnagement is left out so that the empasis is on 
the last four major management activities; reservoir, river or aquifer 
management, canal management, farming system management and drainage 
system management. The watershed is also excluded Oecause to include 
it would require a more conplex analysis (see Easter and Hufschmidt, 
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1985). However, the importance of the watershed in irrigation is 
beoaning painfully evident as reservoirs silt up at alanming rates. 

The model has also been simplified by leaving out any specific 
reference to markets or transportation. This is another key part of 
the "total" irrigation systems. Without adequate transprtation for 
products and inputs and markets in which uo sell products, prices will 
not match expectations. The increased output will greatly depress 
prices and the net project beref its will be low. This means that the 
ability of fanners to pay for water will be low and collections will 
be low. Thus provisions must be made to assure adequate markets and 
transportation if the irrigation project farmers are to sell tneir
 
increased production at reasonable prices and inputs are 
to read
 
farmers at the appropriate times.
 

For analysis of irrigation problems it is important to be able to 
link the analytical framework to the specific problems (see Figure 4).
Here the irrigation problem is shown as being due to deficiencies in
 
operation and/or maintenance. 
 These deficiencies are identified b
 
examining the specific activiti 
 and _ta involved with operating
 
and maintaining the system. 
 These various activities and tasks are
 
examined to determine which element 
 of the management system is 
inadequate (facilities, institutional and organizational arrangements, 
or implementation tools). Should the empasis be on building new or 
improved institutions or should it be on altering the 
implementation tools or both? The first job is to make a list of 
irrigation problems or issues which are related to project 0 & M (see 
Table 1). 



FIGURE 4. Linkages of Irrigation Problens to Operation and Maintenance 
and the Irrigation Mnagement Systen 
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TAllE 1. Issues Associated with the Reoccurring Costs and 0 & Hof Irrigation Projects by Country, 1984 

Country
I S S U E 
I Nepal Sri lanka Phipines _ Maharashtra 

{India) 

A. Institutional Ar~l Q~gniztgngI. 	 ~~tLink between fees and funds allocated for 0 M 
 No After 1984 In craiwmal No 
2. High priority for 	 projectsefficient water use 

No Starting Yes Yes 
1978-79 

2. Hligh priority given to maintenance 
2. High priority given 	 No changingto fee collection 	 improving improving
No Starting Yes Y:S
 

1983-843. E noourage high farmer participation 
No 
 Yes Starting 1976among farmers and irrigation officials 

No3. Good conmmication 

No 

4. Uncertain 	 No With active WIt)water 	 N.C.and land rights 
5. 	 Adequate organization for fee collection and 0 & 

N.C. N.C. No NoNoo
5. Clear responsibility for 0 & H 

Yes Yes 

No NO 	
Yes2V
NO 

B. Failltes 	 AWlYes 

1. New projects take resources away from 0 & M1. Adeqiate funds and trained staff for 0 & M 
I Yes 	

/N.C. 

N.C.
No NoI 	 NoNoN	 N.C.


2. Adequate project desiqn and/or construction 
C. 	 Noffm-"gntat 	 No No
ion To	 No 

1. Adequate data on area irrigated and crops grown by farm 
2. Penalties for 	

No NO Most casesnon-payment 	 N.C.of fees 
not starting 1984 Yes Yesenforced2. Incentive for high rates of collection 


No 
 No
3. Penalties 	 Yeson those not maintaining 	 Nothe project 
No 
 No 
 In conmmal 


____ ____ ___ ___ _ ____Iprojects	 Some
N .C . = No t c l Na r f r n country re ports ,

I/NTA is considering pr oj ect
a shift In its vrogram to -mthaslze2/manaqcent wiro of 	 0 & M ani -e-emW*phasizethe Jrrioation T. ) 	 rw 1onstrI)ction.0( V es, for .. ' arw Iaroo. 1cPi e ;Ipnjk arr. tho olt-.t 
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For each problem, the activities or tasks involved and the
 
impr-ications 
 for facilities, institutions, organizations and 
izlementation tools must be specified. This, however, is not an easy 
task since problems involved with the recurring costs of irrigation.' 
tend to be interrelated. For example, inadequate maintenance anu the 
lack of fanmer participation, in many cases, causes inefficient water 
deliveries. In turn the inefficient deliveries discourage payment of 
fees which will reduce the funds available for maintenance (Philippine 
Report, p. one38). Thus must try withto deal a whole set of
 
problems, 
 For example, obtaining fanner participation in project
 
maintenance 
 is going to be difficult unless there is some assurance 
that all fanners will contribute. In addition, rules may have to be
 
developed 
so that the water can be delivered effectively among fanners 
before fainers are going to be willing to pay fees which can be used 
for maintenance. They may also have 
to see that these funds are used
 
to improve and maintain the system (accountability) before they are
 
willing to 
pay water charges. Finally, if farmers are expected to 
take over a government irrigation system and do the 0 &M themselves,
 
they may require it 
 to be in good condition (Philippine Report, p. 
40). Therefore, a system may have to be rehabilitated or plans made 
for rehabilitation before faners are willing to take over the 0 &M. 

These interrelated problems are just part of the syndrome of 
anarchy which grows out of ant is reinforced by a lack of confidence 

on both sides. 

"The farmers lack the confidence that if they

refrain fran taking water 
 out of turn (fromstealing it, breaking the structures, bribing theofficials) they will nonetheless get water on time.The officials for their part lack the confidence 
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that if they do work conscientiously to get thewater on time, farmers will refrain fromrule-breaking. It is a 'syndrome' in that thebehavior of each party to the relationship nowtends to confinn the negative expectations held Lythe other. Each is the other's headache. 

Breaking this syndrome has to be done primarilyfran the gover _nx side, bydemonstration of the ability 
means of a sustained 
to deliver reliableand expected amounts of water if the farmers cb notinterfere Our question then is: now can publicofficials assure farmers that if they restraintheir taking of irrigation water, they will get theexpected amounts? 

"Part of tne answer is to be found in the physicaldesign of the system, to make the independence offarmers on irrigation officials less critical. .... Another part of the answer is to be found inthe design of the irrigation managementorganization" (Wade 1985, p. 5-6). 

Wade goes on to argue that the irrigation Associations of Japan, 
Taiwan and South Korea are an effective way to organize irrigation 
management. This fcrm of organization which is a watershed-based
 
parastatal, 
 (1) emphasizes 0 &M as oppoad to construction, (2)
 
relates water 
fee collections to 0 &M expenditures and staff
 
performance, 
 (3) encourages coordination among different agencies 
involved in irrigation and (4) fosters communication among irrigation 
officials and farmers. On the physical design side smaller operating 
units, possibly established by installing break-point reservoirs, 
would make the fanners less dependent on the performance of irrigation 

officials. 

Water Fee Co~l ectios in the Four Countries
 
All four areas included in this study have had a 
different 

experience with establishing and collecting water fees. Nepal and Sri 
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Lanka have had considerable difficulty in collecting enough in water 
fees to just cover the cost of collection. As pointed out by Bowen 
and Young the transaction costs involved in ollecting irrigation fee 
can be substantial. For Egypt they estimated the costs would range 
from a little less then $1 to over $7 per acre depending on the type 

of water fee. 

Maharashtra and the Philippines have been relatively successful 
in collecting fees. Water charges collected in Maharashtra range from 
70 to 116 percent ot the operation and maintenance expenses during
 
1979-1984 while in the Philippines irrigation fees and 
 equipment 
rental fees covered from 37 to 53 percent of the National Irrigation 
Agency's (NIA) budget during 1978-83 (Mharashtra Report, p. 33 and 
Philippines Report, p. 18).2/ For Maharashtra the percentage of 0 & M 
covered has declined while in the Philippines 'here is no particular 
trend. Differences in collection are due to the priority given to fee 
collections, the organization of the agency collecting the fees, the 
incentives involved, the level of communication with farmers, the 
information available on who gets irrigation wdter, the level of 
irrigation service and the penalties or sanction imposed for
 

non-payment.
 

Because of financial constraints the Philippines has had an 
active program to improve water fee collections. The basic government 
policy is that "NIA should charge fees that are just sufficient to 

A/For Maharashtra it is not clear whether or not the water charges arethose actually collected or just those which are due. 
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defray cost of operating and maintaining the systems plus repaying the 
construction costs within 50 years without interest. Thus pump
 
systems which entails higher 0 &Mcosts, 
 charge higher fees" (The 
Philippine Report, p. 21 and 24)4 However, the policy in national 
syst.ems appears to have been aimed at covering only local 0 &Mcosts 
(Correspondence with Mark Svendsen). 

To help meet this objective and to account for inflation over 
time, NIA tied water fees to a given quantity of rice starting in
 
1975. Thus as the suprt price of 
 rice is increased the water fee is 
also raised. However, as the Philippine Report points out, the price 
of rice has not kept up with inflation and the water fee has declined 
in real terms since 1976. For example, the real value of irrigation
 
fees for wet season gravity systems dropped from 120 pesos per 
hectare 
in 1976 to only 80 pesos per hctare in 1984.3/ Given the national
 
policy the problen facing NIA is 
 how to cover increasing 0 &M costs
 
by raising water fees 
over time without causing serious farmer
 
complaints and collection problems. 
 The current water fees emphasize
 
farmers capacity 
to pay rather then repayment of 0 &M costs. 

The Philippine has four general fee levels for government 
projects providing water for rice irrigation. There are rates for wet
 
and dry season irrigation and for 
 pump and surface irrigation. For 
gravity systems water fees are 2 cavaxis per hectare in the wt season 
and 3 cavans per hectare in the dry season. 4/ The one exception is 
the Upper Pampanga River Improvement Irrigation System where 2.5 and 

I/The banknote rate, November, 1984, was 19.5 pesos per U.S. dollar. 
4/Cavan is 50 kg. 
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3.5 cavans per hectare are charged for the wet dry season. The higherfee could be due to the cost related to the reservoir or to a greater 
management input.
 

The pumping 
 rates are more variable and appear to vary by 0 &Mcost. For example, the fanners served by the Salana and Banga punps
are charged 8 cavans per hectare during the wet season and 12 cavans
in the dry season, In the Limanon-Cabuso Punp Irrigation Systems
the charge is 6 cavans per ha. for both seasons.
 

In systems serving other 
crops the rates are also different. 
crop such as sugarcane, 

For 
except in hacienda Luisita Tarlac where 29,000pesos per year is charged for 2,000 ha. (14.5 pesos per ha.), banana 

and other annual crops 5 cavans per hectare per year is charged in
gravity systens and 8 cavans in pump systems. Almost all of these
payments are made in cash equivalent based on the National Foods
Authority support price and are collected twice a year once after each 
season (Philippine Report, P. 20 and 35).


In general there is 
 suppose to be some consultation with fanners
concerning proposed rate chanGes. 
 This is, in part, because f the

general guidel§nes which NIA considers in setting fees. 
 The fees
 
should:
 

(1) be within the fanner's capacity to pay 
(2) not impair the incentive to use water 
(3) not include charges for the repaymentreforestation, costs of power,roads and flood control in multi-purposeproject. 

The cofmiunal systems, which are entirely under fasner control,charge an average of one cven per ha. per season wniah is used to pay 
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for the amortization of the construction and rehabilitation cost of 
NIA. Farmer-menbers of communal systems can elect to pay their
 
irrigation fees in labor 
used fot cleaning canals.
 

he Philippine study considered 
a number of factors which might 
influence collection efficiency in their sample of irrigation systems. 
In general they found that the small and medium sized systems had 
higher collection efficiency then those with service areas of 5,000 
ha. and above, and new systems or newly rehabilitated systems had
 
higher collection efficiency 
than old unrehabiitated systems. Small 
scale farmers and upstream farmers had lower rates of payment then 
large farmers and mid-stream or tail-reach farmers. The collection 
efficiency for the sample systems ranged from 27 percent in one pump 
system to 100 percent in a communal gravity system. 

The Goverrm~nts' policy on water charges has changed over time.
 
Before 1970 
 the water charge was Rs 5 per acre in most schemes but in 
sae. schemes the rate was as low as half a rupee.-/ Even with these 
low rates collections were less than 2%. From 1970 to 1977 the 
collection of water fees of any form was virtually abandoned. During
 
the early 1980's a new fee, 
of Rs 30 per acre for cropping intensity 
over 150% and Rs 20 per acre for intensity less then 150%, was 
introduced for irrigated rice land. Again collections were 
insignificant and they were replaced by the current 0 & M recovery 

rate.
 

5 /The banknote rate, November, 1984, was 26.5 rupees per U.S. dollar. 
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The new water charge policy is that 	fanners in all 	the major
irrigation systems should pay Rs 100 per acre of pad47 land per year.
In the first year of implenerxation, 1984, the fauners will pay only

50% of the estimatedO &M cost of Rs 200 Der acre. The O &M 
::ecoveries will be credited to a special 0 &Mfund and the 
collections made in each scheme will be available for the annual 0 &M
work. The work is to be planned in consultation with farners in each 
scheme. In the first year of operation the government will provide a
matching contribution of Rs 100 per acre. The cntriution by farmers 
for 0 &Mwill be Progressiv.ly increased by 20 percent each year so 
that at the end of the 5th year the entire sun of Rs 200 per acre will 
be paid by the fanners. The amount of the Goverinments contribution to 
the 	special 0 &Mfnd not spent in the year received will return to
 
the general revenue fund at the end of 
 the year. There can be no 
carry ver of this contribution fran year to year (Sri 	Lanka Report, 

p. 	 63-64).
 

The amounts collected up to October 15th 1984 
 are 	only above 2 
percent in seven theof seventeen districts. Only 	 Polonncruwa 
District with 22 percent and Manner district with 53 percent have 
rates over fifteen percent. The Mahaweli project has collection rates 
ranging fram 15 percent to 57%. Although these collections are higher

than the less then 2 percent collections found before 1984, 
 it is too
early to tell ncw effective the new progran will be. However, these 
increases in water fee collections will be difficult to continue if 
tnere is a general fainer attitude that water is a 	gift fran the 
Goverrnent (Sri 	Lanka Report, p. 57). 

http:Progressiv.ly
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The primary Government objective for collecting water charges is 
to obtain revenue to cover the cost of 0 & M and to provide a one 
percent return to the Government to cover project depreciation costs. 
Although Maharashtra has been doing better in this regard then the 
other the areas studied, it has not yet reached this objective. Part 
of the reason for this short fall is that the Goverrnment fixes water 
fees for 10 years. Thus the present fees have been constant since 
1975 for all flow or gravity irrigation. With the real value of fees 
dropping, total collections cannot keep up with 0 &M. 

The water charges are levied on the basis of the area of
 
different crops irrigated in any year. 
 The water charges for flow
 
irrigation range from Rs 50 
 per ha. for kharif (wet) season crops to 
Rs 750 per ha. for sugarcane and plantation crops.!2 In between rates 
include Rs 75 per ha. for rabi (dry) season crops and Rs 150 per ha.
 
for many hot weather season crops. 
 Cotton and groundnut, in the hot
 
season, have rates ranging from Rs 200 
 to 400 per ha. while pre-season 
watering is only Rs 20 to 75 per ha. (see Maharashtra Report, table 
4.3, p. 18). Thus charges are varied by crop and season mainly based 
on duration of irrigation required for the crops and the amount of 
rainfall likely to occur during the season. 

The Maharashtra State Irrigation Comission has prescribed four 
principles for determining water fees 	or changes. 

(1) 	 The total recoveries through water charges should be equalto or greater than 	the annual cost incurred by the State inproviding the water. 

b/The banknote rate, November, 1984, was 15 rupees per U.S. dollar. 
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(2) The water charge for a crop should be related to the ability
to pay from crop returns.
 

(3) The water charge should not be set at a level which wouldleave any of the irrigation potential unutilized. 

The water fees for flow irrigation on food and nor-cash crops are 
set roughly equal to 6 percent of the average years income from these 
crops. In the case of cash crops the charge is set at about ±2
 
percent of the average gross income 
 (Maharashtra Report, p. 17). 

In addition to the water rates, farmers are required to pay extra 
charges for the Employment Gurantee Scheme and for Education. These
 
fees are imposed by the State Government 
 and are in the proportion of
 
I percent and 10 percent of the water 
 rates respectively. The
 
payments for these 
charges are made to the Revenue Department when
 
they collect the land on
revenue taxes the land owned by the farmers.
 
This is in contrast 
to the water fees which are collected by the
 

Irrigation Department.
 

In the sample of farmers from the Maharashtra study 58 percent of 
the farmers in minor irrigation systems paid their water fees while 64 
and 67 percent paid in meduim and major systems. The water fees 
collected were 66, 62 and 89 percent of the 0 & Mcosts in the minor, 
medium and major irrigation system respectively.
 

The study found 
 the following factors important in successful 
efforts to collect water fees: 

1. Government sanction on farmers not paying water charges, when 
they apply for irrigation water each year. 

2. Fines for non-payment of water charges by a fixed date. 

3. Good irrigation service. 

4. Good communication among irrigation officials and farmers
(Maharashtra Report, p. 55). 
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The general responsibility for collecting water charges has been 
shifted fran the District Land Revenue Office to the individual
 
prcject offices 
 The Department of Agriculture is also involved in 
collecting water charges particularly in tubewell projects. 

A general rule is used to identify those to be assessed water 
charges. All farmers who have land under the water delivery comirmand 
below the full supply level are liable to be charged. 

For medium and large scale irrigation projects there are no
 
criteria for setting the level of water 
charges. Geezally the water 
charges are fixed on a flat basis by the Board or the Department of 
Irrigation, Hydrology and Meteorology with approval by the Ministry of 
Finance. Thus the water charge for the Narayani, Kankai and
 
Morang-Suisari projects is 
 Rs 100 per ha. per crop while it is Rs 60 
in the Jhanj, Manusmara, Chitwan and Patharaiya proj ects. / Higher
 
water charges are 
assessed in the large projects as anpared to medium 
sized projects. Chitwan is the one exception as it is a large project 
with the lower rate. The pumping proj ects tend to have charges based
 
on hours and cost 
of pumping. The Narayani groundwater proj ect with a 
80 cu sec discharge, has charges of Rs 100 per ha. per season for all
 
crops except sugarcane. 
 The Farm Irrigacion and Water Irrigation
 
Division 
 (FIWUD) managed groundwater projects have charges of Rs 16 
per hour. In artesian wells operated by F1WUD the charges are based 
on discharge levels. These charges range from Rs 1 to 4 per hour. 

2/The banniote rate, Novenber, 1984, was 18 rupees per U.S. dollar. 
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In Bara district the comunal irrigation systems are charging an 
annual fee of Rs 46per ha. for irrigation. In times of emergency, a 
fund is also raised for use in the repair work.
 

The percent of 0 &m costs 
covered by water fees collected in the 
sample projects ranges fram less then 1 percent in the Kankai and 
Manusmara projects to almost 19 percent in the Jhanjh project. Among 
these proje.cs the medium sized projects covered more of the 0 & M 
costs then did the large projects (Nepal Report, p. 53). The lcw
 
recovery rate is 
 mainly the result of lcw levels of collection Many
fainers seem willing to pay for water in the dry season but not in the 
wet season. They argue that in the wet season they have traditionally 
grown a rice crop without the projects. 

0 & MProblems in the Four Countries
 
The problems or 
issues associated with recurring costs of
 

irrigation prcjects 
can be grouped into three general categories taken 
fram Figure 2. These three categories include (1) institutional and
 
organizational 
 arrangments, (2) facilities and inputs and 
(3) implementation tools. They correspond to the elements of the 
management system plus the resource inputs needed for system 0 & M.
 
The largest nunber 
 of issues are in the institutional and 
organizational arrangements category while the smallest nunber is 
under facilities and inputs. This supprts the proposition that 
institutional and organizational arrangements have not been adequately 
considered and in some cases have been ignored in planning irrigation 

projects. 

http:proje.cs
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For example, the Nepal study reports that the Energ Camnission 
Chairman criticized those developing water projects for having "the 
erroneous view that a project is completed once contruction has
 
ended." The report goes 
on to say "that there has been a failure in 
public sector projects to ensure that nechanisns... reuiring legal and 
institutional reform.. are created for the farm management of water 
distribution and for the collection of necessary project operational 
resources fran the beneficiaries" (p. 35). 

lowe and Dixon (1983) found that "Maintenance is often done
 
poorly because the difficulty 
of organizing effective maintenance
 
programs is 
 likely to be underestimated by both donor and recipient
 
countries" (p.22). 
 It is the institutional and organizational aspects 
which are the most underestimated. 

Institutio and rQar..zatjorn Arrangeents 

In the four countries studied the emphasis is on government
 
operated systems particularly 
the larger systems. Only in the
 
Ehilippines study 
was there a good mix of small scale irrigation and
 
cummzaj. irrigation systems included in the sample of projects.
 
Because of this emphasis on government projects a good starting point
 
for the evaluating 0 &Mis 
 to consider institutional and 
organizational questions. 

(1) Link-between water feescollectdan the am t et on 

To make this link f unds collected fram farmers for 0 & M need to 
be used on their irrigation project. In 1984, Sri Lanka made some 
important institutional changes to do just that by setting up 
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0 & M accounts for each major irrigation system in which 0 & M 
collections are deposited (Table 1). In addition farmers are supposed 
to actually help determine how these 0 &M funds are to be used in 
their projects. The farmec ontributions to the funds can be carried 
over from one year to the next. It is too early to determine how this 
incentive will work but district level collections in the first six 
months of 1984 ranged from 0 to 53%. 

0The successful collection of 0 & M dependsextent on the interest taken by 
to a large

the collectors and thesupervisory work done by the Project Coordinatorappointed for that purpose to each irrigation project.The senior level officers in the districts of MannerKilinochchi andhave devoted considerable time to explainingthe 0 &Mprogramme to farmers and winning theircooperation to secure collectionsm (Sri Lanka Report, p.67-69). 

Their 1984 collections rates where 53 and 15 percent respectively 
which ranked them one and three among the seventeen districts (Sri
 
Lanka Report, p. 68).
 

In the Philippine case, 
 more responsibility has been given to 
Water User Organizations (WWO) for both 0 & M and fee collection which 
may be providing an important feedback link. The WWO want to maintain 
higher collection rates so that they can obtain their bonus
 
(Philippine Report, 
 p. 37). Therefore, they have an incentive to
 

provide adequate 
0 & M. If adequate 0 & M is not provided, fees will
 
be difficult 
to collect.
 

Nepal and India do 
not have any direct link between fees 
collected and funds spent on 0 & M. Yet in 1976 the Irrigation 
Department in Maharashtra, India, was given responsibility for 
collecting water fees. This means that the management wing of the 
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Irrigation Department is responsible for both collecting fees and 
providing 0 &M. Thus the irrigation Department would have some 
incentive to prcvide adequate 0 &Mso that the collection of fees 
would not be too difficult.
 

As Bottrall, .984, points out in his review of 
 a paper on the 
irrigation schemes in the Mediterranean region; "isit not the fact 
that key decisions are taken by water users' representatives byor 
others nor itis some indeperlently fostered 'cooperative spirit'; it 
is the need for the managers (whoever they may be) to prvide a 
satisfactory service to their clients in order to ensure a sufficient 
financial return to cover those service ostsm, p. 4. 

(2) =ritYgive toefiient water use, aintnare and 

water fee colectin"n. 
These issues are all very closely related and arise from the lack 

of government recognition of the importance of water use efficiency
 
and the 0 &Mproblem. 
 Once water resources and 0 &Mare given high
priority the necessary organizational and adninistrative changes are 
more easily made so that an effective 0 &Mprogram can be
 
implemented. However, this is 
 not an easy task.
 

The Philippines has been making progress by focusing on
 
organizing and training farmers to do more 
0 &M. Yet the Philippine 
study suggests that there could be some problems with the budget 
priorities within 0 &M. *The bilk of 0 &M expenditures of NIA have 
been on salaries and wages of personnel most of whom are not directly 
involved in 0 &M1" (Philippine Report, p. 45-6).
 

In Sri Lanka the government has given irrigation water 
 use 
efficiency and 0 &Mhigner priority and has recognized some of the 
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organizational problems (Sri Lanka Report, p. 33). The important
question is whether or not the new policy thrust can be implemented
and the orgniazational problems resolved. Nepal Is still in the
Position of not giving efficient water use or 0 &Ma high priority.
This acts as a serious constraint to effort to imrove the
 
implementation 
 of irrigation projects.
 

In Maharashtra, 
 due to the relative scarcity of water, irrigation
develornent has had a high priority since independence. Even improved
water use was given high priority during the 1970's. This does not 
mean that operation and maintenance expenditur ishave matched
 
requirements. 
 The existing efforts to improve water use do not seen 
to be sufficient to bring about the desired changes. HRowever, in the 
case Of rw projects separate provisions have been mae for 0 &M 
(Maharashtra Report, p. 23). 

The state has a well established centralized bureaucracy which
does both the 0 & M and collects water charges. Collections were 70 
percent in 1980-81 and 83 percent in 1981-82 which is good cxnpared to
Nepal and Sri Lanka (Mahararhtra Report, p. 16). In addition,
expenditures for 0 &Min the sample of major and mediun irrigation
systems were Rs 261 and 210 per bectare respectivel (Maharashtra 
Report, p. 56). On the average for irrigation projects almost 60
 
percent of the 0 &M expenditures 
were for staff salaries (Maharashtra 
Report, p. xvi). 

(3) Farmer nrtii on44nd.... cat*oe w e t i I. .............

farmersandrri ationofficl. 

Obtaining famner Participation all the way fram project planning
to maintenance is now a key stratecy being tried in a number of Asian 
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countries. This can be an effective way of building links among the 
farming system, canal system and reservoir management segments of an 
irrigation project, and in improving communications between farmers 
and irrigation officials (see Figure 3). Starting in 1976 the
 
Philippines has made 
 the most concerted effort to increase farmer 
participation of the four countries studied. Their program can be 
seen as one example which should be considered by other countries. 
However, in the large government operated systems without WUO 
communication is not very good. In the sample system having the
 
lowest collection efficiency, farmers complained that they had not
 
been visited by the irrigation officials during the past two crop
 
seasons (Philippine Report, p. 40).
 

The most frequently cited forreasons the failure of WWO in 
o nunal systems in the Philippines is financial mismanagement (De los 

Reyes, 1981). Two successful lowland irrigation systems of central 
Java had a variety of sources which were used to finance irrigation. 
Membership fees, water charges, special levies on land owners, village 
funds and revenues from village lands were all used to improve, 
maintain and operate their irrigation systems. Both villages made 
major efforts to establish a sound financial footing for their 
irrigation (Duewel, 1981). 

The Irrigation Department in Maharashtra has relied on a 
centralized operation of their irrigation systems. There are no 
formal WWO but a few informal WO are active in maintaining field 
channels. The main communication between farmers and the Irrigation 
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Department seems to be through the Canal Advisory Corittees.f/ Canal 
Inspectors are the only irrigation officials which most farmers have 
any contact with. 

The Nepal report discusses the need for farmer participation but
the strategy has not been effectively implemented. governmentIn most 

built irrigation systems there is 
 no effective communication between 
the farmers and the irrigation officials paricularly regarding 
maintenance of the tertiary networks (Nepal Report, p. 9). 

Sri Lanka will need to improve communications and farmer
 
involvenent 
 if the new strategy of improving 0 & Mand collecting fees
from farmers is to be effective. Without more farmer involvement it 
will be difficult to change farmer behavioral patterns of not paying
for water, which exists in most government irrigation schemes. 

"Since the emphasis had beenconstruction of 
on the design andthe major irrigation schenessettling of as large and the a numberpossible, of farm families asvery little attention was paid to the positionof the farmer himself as the principal agent ofagricultural production. His participationsought for was notand his perceptions were not solicited andgiven due recognition in managing schemes. The role ofthe officials, particularly the officials of theIzrigation Department, were all important. Very oftenthe relationship between the farmers and the officialhierarchy in an irrigation scheme wasconfrontation one ofrather than collaboration.invariably blamed the farmers 

The officials
for excesssive usewater, water piracy, offailure to observe cultivationcalendars and even wilful damagestructures during times of water 

to irrigation 
on scarcity. The farmersthe other hand blamed the officials forquantities of water not supplyingon their farms at the times they 

"!The committee includes the Executive Engineerrepresentative as chairman, one 
Department, 

from each of the following: the Agriculturalthe Revenue Department and the sugartwo members from factories, andeach of the following:local local irrigators andmembers of the Legislative Assembly or Legislative
Council. 
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most wanted it, due to inefficiency, lack of interest 
etc.
 
"There was hardly 
 an emphasis on the management of the
irrigation system as a whole and on the need forcontinuous effort at operating and maintaining thescheme at optimum levels of efficiency. After someyears, when an irrigation system was begiring tomalfunction, the renedy was to ask for furtherinvestments in rehabilitating the scheme or parts of thescheme as may seem necessary. once such rehabilitationwas done, the maintenance of the systcn continued to bewell below the required standards. The farners were notencouraged to participate in any f the these matters"(Sri Lanka Report, p. 23-24). 

They are now trying to change this situation. However, this will 
reuire a behavioral ch,: :ge for both the irrigation officials and the 
faners. The formation of WUO is still in its infancy. The most
 
Progress has been made in the Gal 
 Oya system. Uphoff finds
 
*encouragement in the fact that a 
situation as unpranising as Gal Oya 

was changed rather remarkably in just a few years, including
 
changes in the Irrigation Department 
 that constitute a inprtant
 
degree of 'bureaucratic 
 reorientationI A 'learning process2 approach 
is not guaranteed to succeed, but our experience with this approach
 
suggests that it 
 can lead to behavioral changes and improved
 
performance not only as the part of 
 'the public' but also with 'the
 
public' service" (1985, p. 46). The key 
 to these productive change 
was the catalysts or institutional organizers who had appropriate 
training, philosophy and support (Uphoff, 1985). In contrast the 
Minipe Water Management Eperiment appears to have lost some of its 
earlier manentum. There is a policy commitnent to building WUO but 
its implementation will take continued support and resources (Sri 
Lanka Report, p. 162-3). 
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Achieving effective famer participation is not easy and will 
likely vary from cnm=Tty to crmnunity. What works in one place may 
not work elsewhere. Thus one can only expect to establish some
 
flexible guidelines for impring fanner participation and not 
one set 
plan. 

For fanner participation to be effective the guidelines should 
probably involve actions at three levels: 

a. the policy level making the participatory approach
legitimate; 

b. 	 the agency level, organizing people to facilitate
participation; and 

c. 	 the village level, organizing people to solve local problemsand to become more involved in the choice and 	inplenentatdii
of irrigation projects. 

Obstacles to participation can be found at all three levels. At 
the national level, participation means recognizing the needs of
 
people whose opinions are usually not sought. 
 At the agency level,
 
participation means 
 decentralizing decisions - making and sharing
 
control over resources. 
 Agency people need to become enmblers of
 
local action. Finally 
at the village level, participation involves
 
developing water 
user organizations (WED) and leadership while 
preventing the econanic interests of the more powerful groups from 
dninating the WUO. In the case of the Gal 0ya the institutional 
organizers seem to have brought about changes in the second two levels 
once the 	decision to encourage participation was made at the first 
level. 
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(4) Uncertain water and land riohts. 
The institutional arrangements involving land and water rights 

play a key role in determining the irrigation incentives. For
 
example, security of land 
tenure and water rights is imrtant for 
farmers if they are to invest in improving the irrigation systen. In 
some cases, private ownership will be necessary to obtain the desired 
incentives, but in others community ownership works best. In fact, 
some community ownership of irrigation facilities is being tried as a 
way to improve 0 & M. Whether these efforts will be successful
 
depends on the community's experience 
 in proviLing public goods as 
well as the general condition of the facilities. Technical assistance 
may be necessary to help farmers in maintaining the system. In 
addition, government investment may be needed to make major repairs
 
and to deal with damage 
 caused by major floods. However, when the 
system is in good condition and the farmers understand what needs to 
be done to maintain the system, then there is a good chance that they 
will maintain 'their irrigation systems.' 

The individual country studies did not adequately address this 
question. However, water rights in government projects appear to be 
more uncertain in Nepal and Sri Lanka than they do in the Philippines 
and Maharashtra. For example, in many of the irrigation projects in 
Sri Lanka there is a significant amount of encroachment. Farmers 
illegally occupy land and use irrigation water. Since they are 
illegal their lands are not registered and, therefore, they are not 
charged for 0 &M or other fees. The farmers legally using the water 
feel that this is unfair and that the illegal users should have to pay 
the 0 & Mfee since they use irrigation water. To determine the 
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imrrct of uncertain land or water rights on irrigation productivity 
requires more detailed studies based on individual projects wi.th 
varying tenure arrangements. 

(5) Oroarzation andreo 'nsiblity,for fee collection and 

In 0 &M, as well as fee collection, one is dealing with a 
Problem of implementation (see Figure 1). Little or no time is 
usually spent in planning for the important impleentation tasks of 
operation and maintenan.ce. In addition, no ore asks how should the 
government organize to collect water fees and what design changes
 
might make it easier to ooilect fees?
 

In terms of organization, 
 one reeds to kmw if a sympathetic 
agency or agencies will be in charge of 0 &M and fee collections. 
Does this agency have good management and adequate resources to get 
the job done? Finally, will the agency. be able to obtain cooperation 
from the various other sectors involved, such as the Department of 
Agriculture? A 'no' to any one of these questions suggests that
 
recurrent 
 costs will continue to be a problem and the cost of fee
 
collections will be high. 
 Thus both Nepal and Sri Lanka still face
 
organizational problems wrile the Fhilippines is making progress in
 
dealing with these problems by giving more responsibility to WUO. In 
Nepal organizational problems even allow maintenance work to be 
delayed by contracting procedures. Sri Lanka created the Irrigation 
Management division with a specific goal of efficient 0 &M. Yet 
collections and 0 &Mdepend on actions taken at the district and 
project level where changes have been very limited. Thus 
responsibility for 0 &M is still fragmented. 

http:maintenan.ce
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For Maharashtra the centralized approach to collecting fees and 
providing 0 &Mseems to have worked relatively well. The Irrigation 
Department seems to be fairly well organized and anmnited to providing 
irrigation water and collecting fees. Because of the high priority 
given to irrigation within the State the Irrigation Department also 
has the resources to do the job. However, it is not clear whether 
these resources are being used efficiently and if actions are being 
effectively coordinated with other Departments such as Agriculture. 
The under utilization of irrigation potential would suggest there are 
some ?roblems. "Almost 65 percent of the irrigation potential
 
remained unused during the year 1982-830 
 (Maharashtra Report, p. 11). 

Facilities and Inputs 
7Wo of the three problems or issues which are included under this 

heading relate to adequate financial resources (see Table 1). Both 
are concerned with the basic question of providing more resources for 
0 &M. 

(1) New ro!ects nwdthei~acton ores fo r &
adequate fundinQanI traiMin ofstaff. 

It is quite clear fram the case studies and the review of
 
literature that the 
resources committed to 0 &Mare not adsquate. 
This has caused funding agencies and host governments sucn as Sri 
Lanka to try to get farmers to pay more of the costs of irrigation. 
Whether increased collections fran fanners can help reduce the 
financial constraint on 0 &Mwill depend on the answers to the 
questions raised above. There is a significant gap between imsing 
water charges and collecting them. Of the four studies only in 
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Maharashtra are the fees collected close to the 0 &Mcosts. 
Another alternative is to spend less on new projects and devotethe funds to 0 & M. The National Irrigation Administration (NIAL) inthe Philippines is considering a shift in its programs to emphasize

0 & Mand reduce new construction (Phlippine Study, p. 16). TheNepal study suggests that new projects realare putting a strain onthe coLUtry's ability to operate and maintain existing projects.
best staff are used on 

The 
the new projects while inadequate and poorlytrained staff axe left to perform 0 & Mon existing projects. "The

targets for irrigation development have increased over the yearsresulting in a steady decrease in the budgetary allocation for regular
and recurrent expenditures" (Nepal Report, p. 38).

In Pakistan over ten years ago, the Provincial Irrigation
Departments (PID's) began to shift emphasis from construction of newirrigation facilities to rehabilitation and improving water management
on lands already irrigated. However, this has involved an effort toincrease cropping intensity which has required the PID's to increasewater flows through the system. The impact has been highei thannormal naintenance and repair costs due to the added strain on the 

system. Thus the shift has not necessarily improved 0 &M
 
(Development Alternatives, 
 1984, p. 5). 

(2) Projcd n 

The primary facility question that is involved with 0 &Misadequacy of project design and/or 
the 

construction. Howe and Dixon, n.d.,point cut that design failures "commit the future to difficult orimpossible programs of operation, maintenance and replacement" (p. 9). 
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They also suggest that "the most common failing during construction is 
Poor quality of materials used and faulty procedures. These saddle 
the future with high maintenance and poor or unreliable output" 

(p. 	 9). 
Ian 	Rule, 1984, finds that "from an operator's point of view a 

designer would be 	given three priorities - simplicity, ease of access 
and 	longevity .... Most dams, particularly in Africa, are 	in remote 
areas and emphasis must be given to the maximum of maintenance being 
handled by on-site staff or possibly a modular approach whereby a 
faculty or damaged item may be removed and dispatch for repair, in
 
both cases avoiding the use of scarce 
and 	expensive contractors on 
site. Ease of access would appear obvious but too often the 	end 
construction results in cramped conditions for inspection, maintenance 
and repair. It is understood that financial pressures dictate cost
 
savings but this policy can 
 result in overly expensive recurrent
 
maintenance and is therefore, short sighted" (p. 2). Be goes on to
 
suggest that when building a dam the resident engineers usually have
 
at their disposal contractors 
and equipment for the construction. Yet
 
they do not fully prepare for 
the normal maintenance problems which 
will arise after the equipment is gone. "Whenever maintenance aids 
are built into a site they are seldom used in the original 
installations" (p. 3). Thus he recommends that, despite possible 
delays, any maintenance aid should be tested under normal maintenance 
conditions before the contractors leave "i.e. without the use of any 
construction equipment, to ensure that it will do the work intended" 

(p. 	3). 

Carruthers, 	 1981, argues that
 

Vital components of projects may be missing. 
 Forexample, drains, evenor field channels, may not be 
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included in designs. Technically oor designsoccur all too frequently...although in principleonly the unforeseen defects should survivetec nical scrutny in the appraisj process.Designs mY foll10 traditional practice,though key components of even 
shifted. the system nave radicallyFor example, canal closure periods formainte'ance may neglect new short-duration cropswith quite different irrigaton requirements totraditional long-duration crops. Local pressureprovide water toduring closure pe-iod may then resultin reduced maintenance stanc6-r," (p. 58). 

Thus inadequate facilities can act as a constraint to both adequate
0 &Mand fee collections. A first step in correcting the recurring 
cost problens may hme to be rehabilitation of poorly designed

facilities 
 that water deliveriesso are improved. For example, in the 
Philippine study new systems and newly rehabilitated systens had an 
average collection efficiency of 77 percent as compared to 38 percent 
for old systems. 

Inadequate project design and construction will be a more serious 
problem when little or no information from farmers concerning local 
conditions is used during project planning and implementation. 

"one eznple of the consequences of ignoring local 
technical input is the case of a major irrigation supplycanal norththe Ministry ofof the town of Solo in CentralPublic Works Java. Whenand foreign consultantspublicized the intended location of the canal, localleaders told then that the proposed rout- was unstableand that a canal would quickly rupture and wash outthat location. Ncnetheless, in

the canal was built andwithin six months ruptured in several places due toexpansion of the soil. It had to be relocated" (Howeand Dixon, nd., p. 18).
 

Thus by involving WUO in 
more irrigation decisions the 
Philippines is taking an important step to reduce the opportunities 
for improper project construction and cesign. Still there are 
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examples in all four countries where improper design and construction 
have made 0 &Mvery difficult and rehabilitation necessary. To 
illustrate, in the large irrigation systens of Nepal, there are
 
reports of inadequate provision of drainage, 
 inlet and water control 
structures. There are cases where secondary canals were converted to 
tertiary canals and where pipe outlets are idle due to poor location 
(Nepal Report, p. 37). 

In1em~etation Tools 

The tools used to implement project 0 &M and collect fees have 
been very limited. The general approach has been to use direct 
government action for 0 &M on the main and lateral canal systemns and 
assume that the fanners will take care f the smaller chanrels (see
 
Figure 3). In collecting fees, penalties have been the major
 
incentive used. 
 But the problem should be approached by asking how 
might incentives be changed to achieve the desired results, ie. high 
rates of collection. Penalties are only one way f changing
 
incentives. Another might be 
 to improve service. Still another might
be to tie the salaries of the project personnel to the percentage of
 
fees collected. 
 If their service proved to be irdquate, they would 
have a hard time collecting fees and their salaries would be low (see 
Abel, 1976, for a discussion of how this worked in Taiwan). 

It will be difficult to achieve improvements in 0 &Mwithout 
doing sonething about incentives. This is particularly true of 
collecting water fees. There is nothing magic about collecting 
irrigation fees. Either one makes the necessary plans and investments 
to do it, or cost of collection will exceed collections as it appears 
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to have in both Sri Lanka and Nepal. As Hotes (1964) pointed out, 
"most feasibilities have paid little or no attention to development of 
realistic 0 &Mplans and organization let aone plan for collecting 

w•ter feq_* (p. 7). 

(1) Information_cnerni a irriated andco 
One critical requirement is an information system which is up to 

date concerning the area and crops irrigated by farm. *The margin of 
error used to measure canal performance is commonly so large that one 
must be wary of any statements about actual performance, or capacity 
utilization... Since, even with a good capacity, large canal
 
facilities. 
 .are amongst the most complex of public enterprises to
 
manage, it 
 may be presumed that the absence of reliable performance
 
data is an important 
 reason for poor performance" (Wade, 1985b, p. 2). 
The irrigation agency needs to know who gets irrigation water.
 
Government cannot 
 expect farmers to pay very much for a services they 
do not receive. Pakistan found this out in the Sind after they
 
shifted to a 
flat rate system of water charges where the fee was
 
assessed on 
the entire land holding of the farmer irrespective of
 
whether or not the land was 
 cultivated or irrigated. In 1980 they had
 
to return 
 to the old water charge system based on the acreage
 
irrigated, matured, 
 and harvested. A general land tax should be used 
to pay for irrigation only when one does not know who receives water. 
When such information is lacking the best that can be done is to 
charge some low level land, product or input tax. This could be 
justified on the basis that even those who do not receive water are 

Underline added. 
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better off because of the generally higher econanic activity and 
employment created by irrigation in the area. 

The British, running irrigation systems in India during the early 
1900's, understood very well the need for good records concerning who 
irrigated how many acres of various crops (Development Alternatives, 
1984, p. 15-17). They developed excellent information systems in 
India. Hcwever, mny of these systems have not been kept up to date 
and are now a constraint to improving fee collections in parts of the 
Indian subcontinent. Maharashtra seems to be an exception as they 
have maintained centralized control and are trying to improve their 
information system (Maharashtra Report, p. 22). Pakistan has also
 
maintained its centralized system of information and control 
which has 
allowed them to maintain high rates of collection in the Punjab and
 
the Sind. Bcwever, 
 one must view these figures with some caution.
 
They may not include a sizeable unreported acreage of irrigated land
 
for which faners were 
not changed (Wad, 1985b).
 

Lack of information is a particular problem 
 in Nepal and Sri
 
Lanka (see Nepal Reprt, p. 28). 
 Their inadequate information systems 
are a constraint to efforts to obtain high collection rates. For 
example, in Sri Lanka collection of 0 &Mfee, is based on a 
specification register for each irrigation system prepared under the 
supervision of the Government Agent of the district. The register is 
supposed to give the name of the legal allottee and tenant
 
cultivators, 
 the extent of their paddy holdings in the scheme and 
their location (Sri Lanka Report, p. 61). However, the register is 
out of date and fails to identify accurately those who receive water 
and as discussed above does not include ary land on which encroachment 
has occurred (Sri Lanka Report, pp. 71-72). 
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If the responsibility for fee collections is turned over to water 
user organizations (WUO), then the farmers will probably be able to 
obtain adequate informatioi, on whi-n to base collections. However, 
they may need some assistance in establishing such a local information 
system. (see Easter and Hufschmidt, 1985, p. 37-38). In the 
Philippines some of the WtL appear to have enough information to
 
achieve high rates 
of collection. The NIA claim they have reliable 
data on both crops grown and irrigated area. Yet some of the surveyed 
farmers said they were billed for irrigation which they never
 

received.
 

(2) Penalties for non-2avmet of-water f tives for 

higher collection rates. 
These two issues relate to the need to have both negative and
 

positive incentives to help with 
 the collection of water fees. The
 
Philippines 
 is the only country of the four which has used direct
 
incentives 
 to obtain pyments from a higher percentage of farmers.
 
Where farmer associations are deputized 
to collect fees from members,
 
they are usually offered a graduated bonus for achieving specific
 
collection performance levels. 

"If collection efficiency (on current account) is 100%,the association is given 5%of the total collected fees;4%if collection efficiency is 90%; 3%if collectionefficiency is 80%, and 2%if 70% efficiency. Thedeputized associations are also given as much as 25% ofall back accounts collected." (Philippine Report, p.
37). 

The Philippines also has penalties for non-payment of water fees 
for tubewell irrigation. In fact, a number of wells in the 
Philippines have been shut down since the farmers were unable or 
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unwilling to pay operating costs, particularly electricity fees. In 
ontrast, the cut-off rule is not enforced in gravity-fed surface 

systems. "A1%per month interest is charged on overdue accounts 
(with 3 months grace period)." However, the water supply cut-off or 
legal a ,tions are not imposed because they are difficult to enforce. 
For example, the water control is not adequate to allow the shut-off 
of water to only one farmer on a canal. Legal sanctions are also 
difficult to enforce because many of the delinquent farmers are the 
economically powerful ones (Philippines Report, p. 44). 

In the Nepal case, it is also impossible to enforce the cut-off 
rule for surface irrigation. In the case of tubewell irrigation, it 
is not clear whether or not the cut-off rule is enforced. The Nepal 
report states that Nthe supply can be stopped for non-payment cases." 
(p. 29). However, in the farmer survey none of the farmers reported 

any penalty for non-payment of water charges nor were they ever 
approached by project officials for their help in the repair and 
maintenance of the project (Nepal Report, p. 58). 

Penalties and sanction have been a regular part of the system of 
collecting water fees in Maharashtra. If water charges are not paid 
by the due date, extra penalty of 10 percent of the amountan 

due is 
added to the charges. Sanction can also be imposed such as the 
rejection of a farmer's application for irrigation water. As a final 
resort the government can use coercive measures provided for under the 
Maharashtra Land Revenue Code (Maharashtra Report, pp. 26-27). 

Finally, penalties for non-payment have been introduced in Sri 
Lanka's new program to increase water collections. The law has been 
amended to allow action to be taken against non-paying farmers. If 
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farmers do not pay they can be prosecuted and fined. Prior to 1984, 
no penalties or sanctions were imposed on defaulting farmers. As one
might expect, the water charges were rarely paid. Hopefully, the new 
program can be studied over the next few years to determine its 
performance and its strengths and weaknesses particular the role of 
penalties and sanctions. 

(3) Penalties o
 
In general, the individuals adversely 
affected by the lack of

maintenance are the farmers in the tail-reaches and possibly in the 
middle of the irrigation systems. The farmers at the head-reaches 
usually get adequate water with or without maintenance. In addition,
the irrigation officials who fail to do the maintenance work are not
Penalized. This is true for governmen, operated projects in all four 
case studies. mThe officials were aot accountable to the farmers for 
the manner in which they operat,. and managed the irrigation system"
(Sri Lanka Report, p. 158). Thus there is a lack of incentive to
perform the maintenance task. Only farmers in the tail-reaches have a 
real incentive to see that maintenance gets done.
 

0One frequently 
 finds there are no penalties for those who allow 
0 &M to deteriorate. Systems are large and it may be difficult to
 
fix the blame for inefficiency* (Howe 
 and Dixon, n.d., p. 23). The
fact that many projects do not depend on user payments to cover wages
and salaries breaks an important feedback link. In contrast, MThe 
communally operated sua irrigation systems in Bali are well known
for their efficient allocation of water. In this case, the communal 
organizaticn does not preclude aountjility and fines and other 
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measures are used to ensure that operation and maintenance duties are 
performed by the/b members" (Howe & Dixon, n.d., p. 9). 

Choices for 0 & M
 
What 
 can be done to reduce the rapid inrate of deterioration 


irrigation investments? 
 As the list of problems or issues above
 
indicates, we already know many 
 of the problems and what their links 
are with 0 & M (see Figure 4). However, alternative solutions need to 
be tried under different conditions. For example, the Philippines 
seems to be making headway in its policy of improving fee collections 
and 0 &Mby giving Wtf more responsibility for 0 &Mand fee 
collection. Ccipared to Sri Lanka and Nepal, its record is good. 

In ontrast, Maharashtra appears to have done a comparable job of 
0 & Mand fee collection using a centralized approach with a separate 
cadre of staff for 0 & M. "The responsibility of Irrigation
 
Department 
 does not cease at the outlet but continues till iswater 

supplied to the variety of 
crops grown in the command at required 
irrigation intervals and in required quantities' (Maharashtra Report, 
p. 15). Farmers appear to have a very limited involvement in
 
decisions concerning water management. Yet collection rates are
 
reported as being relatively high. 
 But the under utilization of the
 
irrigation potential 
and the possibility of unreported irrigated acres 
raises some questions concerning the effectiveness of the 0 &M 
program and fee collections.
 

There are 
four general approaches or some combination of these 
approaches which can be used to provide additional resources to meet 
recurrent costs. All of the following approaches have been tried at 
different times in the past: 
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(a) Increased investment by government; 

(b) Collect more fees from users to invest in 0 & M; 
(c) Turn systems or parts of the systems over to groups offarmers and let them do the 0 & M; and 
(d) Have farmers contribute the labor part of 0 & M. 

First, increasing government investment willbe difficult for 
many countries such as Nepal since they have a serious budget
 
constraint. 
 In many cases it involves the hard choice between
 
maintaining old projects 
or building new ones. In the future,
 
governments need to more
decide frequently in favor of the old 

projects.
 

Z , to collect higher fees or just increase fee collection 
efficiency requires a major effort. In sone countries, such as Sri 
Lanka, with a history of providing many free goods and services, fee 
collecting will require a significant behavioral change. As pointed 
out above, a well planned collection program with current records on 
who receives water is a necessary condition. 

The third strategy is being used in the Philippines, that of 
turning more responsibility for collections and 0 &M to the farmers 
through WUO. This has worked fairly well in so-me projects, since NIA 
has made a major effort to organize farmers into WUO. In one system 
collections went up 15 percentage points after the formation of the 
WLV (Philippine Report, p. 14). For the smaller systems and the 
larger ones which can be divided into smaller units, this approach 
seems to be working. However, for certain groups and larger 
indivisible systems, farmer organizations will not be the complete 
answer. In addition, organizing farmers is not an easy task. Farmers 
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usually need some incentive to organize, such as better service, 
training, technical assistance and/or rehabilitation of the irrigation 

system.
 

The stratecH of giving farmers more responsibility for "their" 
irrigation systems is partly based on the success of communal systems. 
These systems are generally small in size and are operated and
 
maintained by the water 
users served by the system. In both the Nepal 
and Philippines studies, the communal systems generally had better 
success in collecting fees for 0 &Mthan did the goverment systems. 
For example, the Nepal study reports that the community managed
 
schemes had no difficulty in levying water 
 charges to meet 0 &M 

expenses. 

Farmers may also be more likely to pay specific fees for specific 
purposes rather than general water fees which suggests a strategy of 
local collection and utilization of fees. 

"In some communal irrigation systems, several differentfees for specific purposes have been established.Although this adds complexity to the process ofcollecting and accounting for the funds for irrigation,the farmers involved apparently feel that the benefitsassociated with the greater incentives for paymentoutweigh these problems" (Smll, 1982, p. 7). 

F , many of the early irrigation projects, particularly in 
India, used labor provided by the irrigated farmers to maintain the 
system. In Nepal 42 to 95% of the farmers sampled in three projects 
indicated a willingness to contribute free labor to repair and 
maintain the tertiary canals if they received a timely water supply 
(Nepal Report, p. 46). Since labor is a major part of the maintenance 
cost, it could be provided by farmers. To increase farmer labor input 
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into systems maintenance will require organizing farmers. If farmers 
are not well organized, the free-rider problem is likely to cause this 
approach to fail. Only the tail-end farmer will contribute labor 
since they receive the most benefits. This approach is not too 
different from having farmers take over more responsibiliy for 0 &M. 
Yet a well-organized irrigation department with good connections and 
conmunications with the farmers, could moreuse farmer labor in 0 &M. 
In fact, mobilizing farmers to provide labor in an irrigation project 
can reduce government costs across the board and could be looked upon 
as an augmentation to the farmer's repayment capacity (United Nations, 

1968).
 
A fi alternative would 
 be to have 0 &Mprovided by a third
 

party which ootld be either a private or 
 state assisted company. Fees 
dould be paid directly to the company by farmers or could be paid by

the government. 
 The important institutional arrangement would be to
 
establish a 
financial relationship between the omnpany and the farmers
 
which obliges the company to be 
responsive to their clients needs.
 
The third party approach 
 is quite different from the usually
 
alternatives 
of a state irrigation bureaucracy or a WWO. Bottrall,
 
1984, suggests 
that "one might hypothesize that where irrigation
 
schemes are large, 
 require specialized managemnent skills and/or have 
good comnunications with urban areas...a third party approach may be 
the most cost-effective: if farmers have the option of transferring 
scheme management responsibiities to a competent third party, why
would one assume that they would see many attractions in a more 
'participative' approach?" (p. 5) 
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A sixth alternative would be for donor agencies to set aside
 
funds just for ML new
0 & All projects could have an 0 &Mbudget
 
provided for 
by the agency or agencies funding the project. The 0 & M 
comintment might be limited to ten years with the possibility of
 
renewal for another ten years. 
 Along with the 0 &M conitment, a
 
training program will also be 
necessary, in countries such as Nepal,
 
to provide the trained staff 
to do the 0 & M.
 

This will work against the donor 
agency bias towards
 
construction. 
 "Donors generally have short budget periods that call
 
for getting the money 
 spent and seeing the results quickly.
 
Construction 
 is visible while non-construction programs ny not be"
 
(Howe and Dixon, n.d., p. 12). 
 A shift away from new construction is
 

what is needed. 
 It does not make much sense to build a new project to
 
increase crop production while losing 
more production in other
 
projects because 
 of poor 0 &NL In addition the donors desire for 
quick solutions and results my be at variance with long-run 
environmental costs. This may ean that the negative effects of the 
irrigation project will be greater then necessary (see Figure 2 for 
examples of the possible negative environmental outputs). 

Many donor agencies have particular reservations about external 
recurrent financial support. 

"Their unease stems from concern about acountability,fungibility and the risk that 0 & Msupport will onlydefer the time when financial responsibilitiesfinancial maturity, andthrough self-discipline will bereached. Furthermore, there are fairly obviouspolitical problems associated with external assistanceto operation of schemes. Most of these politicaldifficulties are absent or of a much lower order in thecase of capital aid" (Carruthers, 1981, p. 61). 
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Because of these reservation an alternative approech might be 
used where new irrigation projects go through a commissioning period. 
The transition from construction to 0 & M is probably one of the most 
critical periods in project development (United Nations, 1968, p. 81). 
As Howe and Lixon, n.d., point out most new systems go through a 
shake-down period during which time construction and design mistakes 
are discovered and hopefully corrected. Having a commissioning or 

shake down phase 

"would require those accountable for design andconstruction to retain responsibility for a much longerperiod, possibly as long as five years after operationis initiated. Perhaps financial support for theconissioning phase could be provided by the aid agencyat the time of mmin capital outlay. This might be heldin an earmarked reserve and disbursed to assist 0 &Mexpenditures over a five year or even ten year period.For example, suppose a surface irrigation projectcosting $100 million, had a further $15 million providedto be disbursed for 0 &Mwith 100 percent of 0 &M inthe first year coming from aid, gradually reducing tozero percent in the sixth year. In such a case the aidagency would have a legitimate and direct interest inthe operation efficiency and the recipient Governmientwould gradually assume full financial responsibility foroperation as the irrigation project built up toward itspotential technical efficiency. A transfer of funds for0 &Mas a grant or loan to a locally held reserve atthe period of irain disbursement might help overcomedonor's political objections to "continuing" 0 &M 
the 

obligations" (Carruthers, 1981, p. 64). 

The transition period points out the importance of monitoring 
during project implementation (see Figure 1). Without the appropriate 
monitoring systems accountability for lower then planned output cannot 
be maintained. Thus donor agency could do more to fund project 
monitoring and ex-post analysis. 

Providing adequate funding for 0 &M ay not be enough to raise 
the level of operation of irrigation projects above the general level 
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of efficiency in the rest of the economy. Furthermore, irrigation "by 
its nature spread over a large area, serving a biological based 
industry to some extent depending on weather effects, serving large 
nunbers of independent Small-scale producers, has particuliar 
difficulties in maintaining efficient production, even if financial
 
resources are 
readily available" (Carruthers, 1981, p. 63). He goes 
on to point out that people seldom fully appreciated the difficulties 
involved in mobilizing resources in a low-income economy. These
 
countries are 
faced with the disadvantages of pervasive external
 
diseonomies which are 
associated with wide spread poverty.
 

Finall , governments could consider 
a package approach for 
extracting benefits from various beneficiaries. Direct could betaxes 

assessed against 
direct beneficiaries and production-related indirect 
beneficiaries, and indirect taxes against the general public who enjoy 
low cost irrigated agricultural commodities. The pricing system
 
should also be fitted to the conditions facing a particular country
 
and project and should change 
 with developent. Indirect water 
charges coupled with close administrative control over water 
distribution may be best in the initial phase of a project when 
farmers are inexperienced in irrigation. As farmers gain more 
experience, the systems could be converted to a system of fixed and 
variable water charges (Doppler, 1977). 

Although there is much support for the use of some form of water 
charge to ensure the efficient and equitable distribution of water, 
su:ch a charge is impractical without the necessary infrastructure to 
accompany it. Rules have to be made and the prices for water and 
irrigation services estimated. An organization is required to 
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determine and enforce these regulations and collect the charges. The 
inability to collect water charges from higher income farmers has led 
many to argue against water charges of any kind in a number of 
developing countries. Some type of volumetric measure of water 
delivered is also necessary if water pricing is to help improve water 
allocation, which requires devices that are often expensive and 
prohibitive in many schemes. Thus all three elements of the
 
irrigation managenent systen 
are involved (see Figure 2). 

A possible solution to this dilemma is to locate measuring 
devices at the head of each branch canal and to charge a "branch canal 
water users association" an aggregate fee for water delivered to that 
point. This would necessitate strong leadership and effective 
organization in the form of a formal or informal WO. They would be 
responsible for delivering the water in the branch canal and for
 
collecting 
 the fees from each user.
 

India is experimenting with this approach 
 in Gujarat. Bulk 
amounts of water are being sold at a tertiarty distributary to all 
farmers served by that distributary a unit. The farmers organizeas 

the distribution of water 
and the collection of fees (Wade, 1985a). 

Fee collections by farmers might also be combined with Wade's
 
idea of break-point reservoirs. 
 He argues that "some kind of 
break-point reservoir is a fundamental feature of good design in 
large-scale systems .... The break-point reservoir permits a basic 
distinction to be made between the task and organization of wt 
cnyac, which is properly the concern of experts in hydraulics and 
that of i which should be the concern primarily of 
agriculturalists. Above the break-point reservoir, the water supply 
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agency delivers plugs of water according to simple transparent rules" 
(1985a, p. 16-17). Plugs of water could then be sold to farmers, as a 
group, served by the break-point reservoir just as it is at the 
tertiarty distributaries in Gujarat. Again, farmers would organize to 
collect fees. This requires that the area served by the break-point 
reservoirs is not so large that it is difficult to organize farmers. 

The Level of Water Charge 
The level and type of charge to be collected from farmers will 

depend on the government's objectives which usually include economic 
efficiency, income distribution and increased funds for future
 
investments 
 (Ray et al, 1976). The latter involves capturing the 
economic surplus generated by the irrigation project so that it can be 
reinvested in development projects. For many irrigation projects it
 
may mean reinvestment 
 in 0 &Mto keep the old investment viable.
 
Capturing the economic 
 surplus also involves the income distribution
 
objective (irrigated farmers have higher 
 incomes than rain-fed
 
farmers) 
 and can involve economic efficiency if the fees charged are 
related to quantity of water received.
 

Fees that are 
related to the quantity of water used can also help 
reduce some important environmental impacts. As shown in Figure 2 
irrigations projects can cause significant negative environment 
effects such as schistosomiasis, waterlogging and salinity buildup. 
High fees which are related to the quantity of water use can help 

reduce the latter two effects. 

In setting water fees, two criteria usually must be considered, 
if the level is to be acceptable to farmers and the government's 
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interest in covering costs: (1) the net benefits to farners generatedby the irrigation, and (2) the actual 0 & M costs.2/ 
the 0 & M costsBoth 

and net benefits wil.l Vary among projectsbecause of differences in farm resources and project investments. Theservice provided by most irrigation systems, particularly large ones,will vary fron place to place, thus the total value of the irrigationservice to the fanner will vary. The head-end farmers usually receivemuch than tail-end farmers. 
better service 

The total valuewill of wateralso vary fran place to place since the other resources combinedwith the water are not the same, ie. better land or managementcertain fazms. on
The more varied the farm resource conditions andirrigation services provided, 
 the more difficult it 
 is to charge auniform rate which approaches the 0 &M costs.
 

It would, therefore, 
 appear that a pricing policy based on oneuniform fee for all Frojects, such as Sri Lanka has initiated, wouldrun into some difficulties. This fee is based on the amount reguiredto recover 0 &M. Yet this is going to vary fram project to project
and some of the faners may reel they 
are being overcharged.Consequently one would expect quite a variation in collectionefficiency among projects as seems to be the case in Sri Lanka during

the first six months of 1984.
 

As many authors have pointed out, 
 one cannot expect farmers toPay fees which exceed their net benefits fram irrigation. In contrast 
i/This assumes 

Provisions 
that famners actuallyare usually made for 

receive irrigation water.
lack of water cases of crop failure due to
or thePthilippines farmers 
other natural disasters. Forwno example,

exemnpt get yields below 40 in the
fran the irrigation fee but 

cavans per hectare are
fanners in no such cases werethe survey reported by(Philippines Report, p. 37). 
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donors and government officials feel that famers should. at least,
 
pay the 0 &M costs. These 
 two positions may be inconsistent if the 
cost of collections are quite high, the project benefits do not match 
expectations (bad investment) or there is a great variation in
 
benefits among farners. 
 The best econanic guidance which can be given 
decision makers is to determine net faim benefits (M) and the 0 &M 
costs and then see if they are consistent.lQ/ When they are
 
consistent, (bB > 0 &M), 
 a good start is to charge the full cost of 0 
&M. If M < 0 &M,, then the decision makers have to determine how 
much of the NB they feel they should and can collect.
 

In fact, even 
if 1B > 0 &Mthe difference will have to be large 
enough so that the fanners have a good incentive to use the irrigation 
water (See Carruthers and Clark, 1981, Chapter 7 for more details). 
Finally, decision makers should keep in mind what Howe and Dixon 
conclude concerning water fees: 

*Too little dependence of project financing ondirect user payments results in a loss of valuablefeedL -k and user leverage. When users paydirectly for a service, they can withhold paymentwhen service is inadequate. If salaries of the0 &Mpersonnel are directly dependent on thosepayments, a direct motivation for good performanceis provided. If salaries and perquisites of officeare paid from the central treasury independent ofsystem performance motivation is lost.I
 

"The attitude of project 
users or beneficiaries isstrongly affected ty the mode of payment. Whenpaying directly, they know they have leverage onthe project management and that leverage is likelyto be used. If the service is provided free (e. g.irrigation water) the beneficiaries seem to acceptsupply failure much more readily, as if to say:
'what can you expect fram a zero price?' or 'if
 

IQ/The net fa= beiefits are only net of fan production costs.Irrigation water charges are not subtracted out. 

http:consistent.lQ
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they first brought us the water, they willeventually bring us adequate maintenancesystem., This attitude is 
of the

often called the'argo-cult belief and it seems strikinglyPrevalent in irrigation systems and village watersupply systens" (Howe &Dixon, n.d, p. 27). 

The basic constraint is the lack of resource omnited to 0 &M.
Irrigation agencies tend not to take a whole system approach to
 
irrigation and do not plan for 
or design programs for 0 &M until

after projects are built. Thus 
water pricing policy and/or ability to
collect fees is not adequate to meet these o-sts in many Asian 
countries. The lack of resources can also be attributed to a nLmber
of other factors including: national budget onstraints, emphasis on 
new projects, the unwillingness of donor agencies to provide 0 &M 
support and the low status of 0 &Min irrigation departments. Only 
one of the possibilities for dealing with the resource constraint
 
involves governnent collecting more 
fram faners. Bowever, in all but 
two of the strategies, faners must be involved more effectively in 0&M. Even for the first strategy, increased government investment, to 
be effective, more fanner input will be necessary.
 

However, if 
 the strategy selected involves increased fee
 
collections from farmers, 
 one reeds to understand what will be 
reguired. There are at least four conditions which appear to be 
necessary if collections are to be significantly increased. They
will also be, in some cases, sufficient conditions and inc.ude the 
following: 

(1) an up-to-date information system on those who receive 
water; 
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(2) a reasonably dependable aelivery system; 
(3) a willing and able agency with enough resources (human &financial) to collect the fees (could be a Wo); and 
(4) use of the funds collected to improve or maintain the

irrigation system. 

Another condition which may be necessary in some countries is 
that collections start either when the project is new or has just been 
rehabilitated. There are really two reasons for this condition. One 
is need to start collecting some of the economic surplus before it is 
Capitalized into land values. The second is that farmers are more
 
willing to pay for a new service or in, roved service than they 
are for 
one which has been free. The latter requires a major change in
 
behavior and one 
which Sri Lanka is trying to make. 

A simt!1 ondition which will also be necessary in many
 
cmuniities is a penalty 
 for non-payment. Pakistan is a good example 
of irrigation with high peralties which have been used as an effective 
incentive to maintain high collection rates. In areas where there are 
strong community pressures to pay water fees a penalty ma not be
 
necessary. However, in many cases a 
penalty along with a means of
 
collecting it 
 will be necessary to assure high collection rates. 

Penalties might also be imposed on those res.onsible for managing 
the irrigation system who do not provide adequate 0 &M. This might 
be done by making salaries dependent on system performance. Another 
possibility would be for fanmers to have more of a say about who 
manages the system and what they are paid. 

When any of the above four necessary conditions do not hold, the 
best that can be done is to collect some general land tax, input tax 
or product tax. We tend to have Unrealistic expectations concerning 
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the collection of water fees. Even when these conditions hold and
collections are fairly good, the government may have to cover some of
the 0 &Mcosts. This is true in projects where the irrigation system
generates low returns due to poor soils, famers inexperienced with
irrigation, government pricing policies and pest or disease problems.
Finally, farmers should not be expected to pay for past goverllnent
mistakes in building non-econmic projects. Thus it will be

unreasonable 
 to expect that a government should collect the same level 
of fees fran all projects that the fee should cover or 

0 & M in all
 

projects.
 

Alternatives 
other then improving collections fron farmers will
have to be considered. The Philippires approach of turning more
 
responsibility 
over to the fanners is one good alternative. Farmers

will first have to be organized 
so that they are capable of doing more
of the 0 &M. Ciberwise giving them the responsibility without the
 
necessary 
 means will not get the 0 &Mdone. Once WLJ are effectively
operating they provide important links between the different parts of
 
the irrigation system 
 (see Figure 3).
 

Increased government 
or donor agency investment in rehabilitation 
or maintenance may be necessary before more inpit can be expected fran
 
the fanners. 
 The irrigation system may have to be improved and
operated effectively for a 
period of several years before collections
 
can be increased and/or more fanner 
 involvement in 0 &M can be
 
expected. 
 A direct tie between the resource collections and improve
service needs to be made where possible. To provide the necessary 
resources government should consider diverting funds fran potential 
new projects to rehabilitation of existing projects. This would be 
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followed by the reallocation of funds fran both new projects and 
rehabilitation of projects to 0 &M. 

Finally, donor agencies should consider different ways of
 
establishing 
a good system of 0 & M before a project's funding is 
completely turned over to the government. One example is funding a 
five year shake-down period of operation. They might also try 
innovative ways for encouraging governments to take 0 &Mmore
 
seriously at the planning and design stage 
 such as tying new funding 
to the performance of existing projects. This would probably involve 
more donor funding for project monitoring and ex post analysis.
 
Another possibility might be a special 
0 &Mfund to be used during 
periods of temporary cash flow crises or daring adjustment periods of 
structural change (Carruthers, 1981). During such periods 0 &Mseems 
to be one of the first things to be cut. 

Cne additional conclusion, which can be drawn f ram the study, is 
the lack of non-governent sponsored country case studies of water
 
charges and levels of collections. There is 
 very limited information 
concerning the impact of different types of water charges on water use 
and collection efficiency. For exmple, what is the relative cost of
 
collecting X dollars of water 
fees in the large scale systems of 
Maharashtra as cnpared to those of Orissa? 

This study clearly shows that there is a wide range in the levels 
of collections ranging f ran almost zero in a number of systems in Sri 
Lanka to 90 percent in some Philippine systems. Also there is little 
information concerning the cost and efficiency of collecting water 
darges. How much does it cost to raise the rates of collection by 10 
percent? At what point is it unecononic to try to raise the level of 
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collections by another 5 percent. During a period when developing 
countries are struggling to find ways to increase fee collectioms fran 
irrigation, it is time that researchers began to ask these questions. 
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IUM XTIQ 
Because of the desire to attain self-sufficiency in rice,


irrigation developnent 
 has been a significant component of the
 
Philippine 
Governent's agricultural expenditure.
 

In the past, the Govrnment's irrigation progran 
 has been 
concerned mainly with the construction of new systems and the
 
rehabilitation 
of old systems. There was little enphasis improvedon 

operations and maintenanc 
 (O&M); as a result, systems deteriorated 
quickly. Costly rehabilitation had to be undertaken every seven
 

years.
 

The need to improve 
 0 &M in irrigation is only now slowly beingrealized by 
 officials of the Natiorl Irrigation Adninistration
 
(NIA) I / , 
 due in part to a now serious scarcity of financial resouresin the economy. The shortage of funds has slowed the developtient of
 

new projects and, 
 just as importantly, dimmed the prospects of
rehabilitating existing systems which have deteriorated rapidly due to 
poor 0 &M. 

lIEstablished in 1964,
main resonsibility 

the NIA is the governent agency which has theof developing and managing water resources inthe county. 
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IRRIGATION SSTEMS IN THE PHILIPPINES 
There are three types of irrigation systems found in the 

Philippines: National Irrigation Systems (NIS), Camunal Irrigation 
Systems (CIS) and private irrigation systems (PIS). In 1983, the 
total service area of all systems was 1,385,940 hectares. Forty 
percent of this area in 1983 was covered by NIS, 49 percent by (:IS, 

and 11 percent by PIS. 

The NIA has the sole responsibility for constructing, operating, 
and maintaining the NIS2 /. CISI are operated and maintained by 
farner groups, but in general, are constructed by NIA. 

ORAIG AJND MMUI M'IONL 5=.IS 

The planning and coordination of 0 &Mactivities at the national 
level is done by the Systems Manag.meut Departent of the NIS 
(SM-NIS) The 0 &M Division of %D-NIA is responsible for reviewing 

plans and programs of work for 0 &M. 
The twelve regional offices of the NIA provide the link between 

the central office in Manila and the irrigation systems within the 
region. At the regional level, the operations division is responsible 
for monitoring and evaluating 0 &Mof each NIS within the region. 

The 0 &M activities of all NIS are conducted by system personnel 
headed by an irrigation superintendent Theat the system level. 
office of the irrigation superintendent is ultimately responsible for 
the equitable and timely distribution of water to farms and also the 

/-/.most national systems are gravity type with a service area rangingfron less than one thousand to over one hundred thiousand hectares. 
i/Comuna-1 systems usually encompass a service area of less than onethousani hectares. 
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maintenance of canals, structures and measuring devices. The office
of the irrigation superintendent also collects irrigation fees during 
peak collection periods to back-up bill collectors. 

The only exception to the above outlined organizational structure 
occurs in the few large systems. In addition to 0 &M sections, these
large systems have a separate collection section and a separate repair 
and improvement section.
 

With the exception of pump system, 
 0 &M costs among NIS consist 
mainly (90%) of salaries and wages for emPlcyees-including 
administrative and field personnel. This indicates that very littleis spent on equipnent operation whid is essential in maintaining the 
operating efficiency of canal structures at peak levels. 

OPERATIN AND MAITAINING C TYPE S1JS 
The heavy wage bill for 0 &M and the financial difficulties 

which NIA has been experiencing, primarily due to poor collection ofirrigation fees, has prampted NIA to adopt a policy cf turning the 0 &
Mof marginal systems over 

NIA has also 
to fanners' associations.4/ 

started turning the 0 &bt (including collection activities) of certain
sections of the main canal and laterals over to viable Farmers' 
Irrigation Associati on (FIAs). 

Generally, MrA's programs related to FIAs involve training
farmers to enable them to eventually operate and maintain the system
facilities when they are turned over to the Association. 

The general apprch is to organize farners within hydrologic
boundaries starting at the rotational level. The Famer-rrigators, 

l/marginal systems are ores with less than one thousand hectaresservice area. 
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Groups (FIGs) are organized at the rotational levelJ/. Through the 
FIG and its set of elected officers, it is hoped that a more equitable 
distribution of water within the rotatioal level will be attained. 

Viable FIGs are then formally organized into an FIA. They 
consist of at least two or three FIGs with an elected Board of
 
Directors whid 
 directF. the management, maintenance, dispute
 
resolution and fee collection. Specialized committees 
are also set up 
as necessary. 

As of late 1983, NIA had organized 1,014 FIAs involving 133,571 
famners and covering an area of 223,704 hectares. With NIA's program 
of turning over to viable organizations the 0 &Mof all marginal
 
systems and specific areas 
covered by certain NIS laterals/, the
 
number of FAs is likely to 
increase in the future.
 

NIA pays the IFA a 
fied amount paybale at the end of every
 
month. 
 An FIA also receives a collection bonus based on its attained 

collection efficiency. 

=RRI ON EW AND COLLEaICNS
 

The NIA Board of Directors approved 
a major change in fees in
 
1975. Additionally, 
 instead of fees being expressed in pesos, fees 
were expressed in cavans (50 kgs) of palay per hectare.
 

The advantage of 
 this scheme is that there is an autnatic 
adjustment on the cash equivalent of the fee: everytime the support 

:/Covering approximately 50 tx ares served by ore turnout. 
fi/The NIA realized two important benefits fram turning 0 &MoverFIAs: NIA saves on the tosa-laries of displaced ditchtenders, and NIAcan attain higher collection performance. 
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price for palay increases, the sh equivalent of tne fee also
increases. Despite this mechanism, however, the irrigation fee has
been declining in real terms. 
Additionally, fee collections have been 
less than 0 & M fxnd releases by approximately 25 percent (1982
 
data)2/.
 

F=.D StTDIES 
Information at the system level was generated fran a non-random
 

survey of 27 sample systems taken fran seven regions of the country.
 
Ten of those systems were CIS, the balance were NIS.
 

Communal systems charge an average of ore cavan per hectare per
 
season which is used to pay for the anortization of the
 
constitution/'rehabilitation 

cost of NIA. ees are pid to the 
treasurer of the organization.
 

For the NIS, balls based on the list of planted area prepared by
field personnel are delivered to the farmers by bill collectors orother field persorel. Payments are either collected in the field or 
in the offieS/. 

Average collection efficiency among the sample systems is low,
particularly among the NIS samples. 
Itis below 60 percent with a
 
range fraii 27 
 to 100 percent. A vicious circle results with the NIA 

£/Based on NIA estimates, NIS must collect at least 80 percent of thecollectible service fees for the systemcosts. to be able to recover 0 &MOn the average, the latest available data (1982) snows that
only 60 percent of the total fees collectible in the NZA are
collected.
 
L/Fran 1975 onwards, for most systems, the rates are as follows:gravity systems, 2 forcavans during the wet season and 3 during the
dry; for punp systems, 3
cavans during the wet season and 5 during
the dry.
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officials arguing that 0 &M is poor because they lack fLnds to 
efficiently operate the systems and farners arguing that they do not 
pay because they do not get the right amount of water at the right 
time. 

A nunber of factors can possibly explain the low collections 
including the following: faulty design, illegal diversion, unsettled 
conflicts, poor communication, system size, state of system facilities 
and a farnerIs position in the system. Significantly, the majority of 
these factors occur in NIS while there appears to be better 
cooperation among farmers who are Association members in cimuzal 
systems. This is reflected in higher collection efficiences in 

systems covered by FIAs. 

Given the present water rate structure and the prices of other 
inputs, it is highly unlikely that farmers can afford to pay higher 
fees. The only equitable solution to minimize NIA 0 &M deficits is 
to increase collection efficiency. The success of this effort, 
however, is directly related to the state of 0 &M. When there is 
timely and equitable distribution of water and when there is less 
conflict among water users, collection efficiency is higher. There 
is, thus, a reed to upgrade NIA's facilities, strengthen irrigators' 
associations, and resolve other problems which impact 0 &M. 
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Surmary of the Study of Operation and Maintenance 
Problems in Nepalese Irrigation Projects 

by 

Tek Bahadur Shrestha,

Shyam Kajee Shkya,


and
 
Mahesh Man Shrestha
No-Frills Developnent Consultants 

Nenal 

There is very little agricultural land under irrigaiton in Nepal.
Agriculture has relied on rainfall and, as a result, the vast
 
irrigation potential 
 has remained undeveloped.
 

Despite the 
 increased emnphasis placed on irrigation development 
in the latest plan, the plan target of increasing agricultural
 
production by 3.2 percent annually 
was not met. Agricultural
 
production increased 
instead at an annual average of 2.1 percent,
 
lower even 
than the population growth rate.
 

An increase in the operational efficiency 
 of the irrigated sector 
could help decrease the groing food deficit. Indeed, has beenit 

shown that an assured irrigation supply 
 made possible by timely,

equitable and efficient 
operation and maintenance (0 &M) will
 
positively change 
 the level of production. With the presence of
 
irrigation, a number 
 of farmers have produced two rice crops (early

and late) and a wheat 
 crop where only one crop was possible before. 

IRRIGATIONSYSTF- IN -- T 
Nepal is endowed with abundant water resources. However, the 

acreage brought under irrigation by the goverrment after two dcades 
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is only 6.4 percent of the total cultivated area, whereas irrigation 
systems owned by fainers proide irrigation to nearly 400,000
 
hectares--four times more 
 than the public systems irrigate. Farnmer 
owned and operated irrigaion systems less durable than the capitalare 


intensive government Wuilt projects, because of 
a high degree of 
reliance on the use of inexpensive local materials whiai the fanners 

can afford. 

The principal organization involved in planning and implementing 
public irrigation projects is the Department of Irrigation, Hydrology 
and Meteorology (DIRM) of the Ministry of Water Resourcs. 

OPERATION AND MAIN rAC OF NATIONAL SYT2I-q 
Besides being involved in planning, design, construction and
 

implementation, DIE14 is 
 responsible for rehabilitation, operation and' 
maintenance of irrigation systems. 

At the regional level and on the project level, the functions and 
responsibilities of DM4 are operated through five regional
 
directorates and through semi-autonanous organizations or project
 
boards. Me command 
areas of irrigation projects under DIHM are
 
larger than 600 hectares in the Terai 
 and larger than 50 hectares in 

the hills. 

The Farm Irrigation and Water Utilization Division (FIWUD) of the 
Department of Agriculture (DOA) is involved in fanr-level 
irrigation.i/ At the zonal level, FIWUD is assisted by four zora 
offices which are mainly respnsible for hill irrigaton projects. For 

.L/The Department of Agriculture tnder the Ministry of Agriculture isresponsible for agriculture, extension and tedrnilogy dissemination. 
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ilplementing small-scale irrigation systems in the Terai, FMtU has 
Seprate project offices whicn are responsible for 0 &M of a nLriber 
of projects. 

The 11inistry of Pandayat and Local Developnent (MaLD) is also
engaged in small-scale irrigaiton schemes with areas of less than 50 
hectares. The involvenent of the MPLD through its district tednical 
office in small irrigation developmnent schemes is generally limited. 
It is active only in cases of externally financed rural irrigation 
development under MD responsibility.
 

Hence, a host 
of organizations are providing teciical and 
financial assistance to irrigation development projects with the
 
responsibility 
of developing and ixoving the irrigation system. 

WM USER OANIZATIONS 
Although fanner involvenent was expected in irrigation projects,

it has not been achieved in most projects. As a result, in most 
government built irrigation systems, there is no effective way to
 
counicate field-level problems with respect 
 to 0 &M.
 

Regular maintenance 
work along the main and secondary canals is
said to be occuring on those projects where funds are sufficient. 
But, at the terriary levels, where water user organizations (WUO) are 
organized and made responsible for safeguarding the proper functioning
of the water delivery systems, maintenance is not adequate. Although
WUO could have played a signif icnt role in mobilizing fanmers for 
system maintenance and repair, paynent of water chargs, dispute 
settlement, and aiding in effective operation of the irrigation 
system, none of these functions have materialized. 
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In those projects where farners' organizations do not exist, 
beneficiaries were to deal with a 

interested in establishing WUO 

spectrum of issues. A greater 
 level of omnity participation should 
be incorporated into the public irrigation projects during the 
planning and execution phases. 

=IGATICN FEES AND MLLECTIONS
 

Water charges in Nepal are 
based on a per hectare per crop
 
assessment. 
 The actual level of charges is determined by the board or 
the DIEM upon approval by the Ministry of Finance.
 

Water charges, in general, 
 are considered to be one of the 
governent's regular sources of income. Fran the governent treasury, 
the overall budget provisions are made uder twelve different budget
 
headings; cost itens whid 
 allow for 0 &M are spread over headings in 
the entire budget. 

Although the responsibility for water darge collections had
 
rested with the District Land Revenue 
 Offie,, it is now the
 
responsibility 
 of individual project offices. The former system,
 
however, was reportedly more effective because 
water taxs were
 
collected together with land revenue.
 

The current level of water charges collected fron individual 
projects are negligible and are far below the level of funds required 
to conduct effective 0 &M. There is not ore goverrment irrigation 
project in the country where funds coll .cted meet the recurrent costs 

involved. 

Difficulties relating to poor collection are explained by a 
number of factors including a lack of correct water use assessment, a 
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limited number of staff in the collection unit, and a lack of staff 
mobility. Additionally, penalty rules have not been effective or 
enforced. 

If the system management is to depend on water charges, the rate 
needs to be based on micro-data in order to ensure that the benefits 
derived by fanners through water use are properly aiarged. 

Once an irrigation project is completed in Nepal, serious
 
difficulties 
are experienced in inplementing effecitve 0 &M. This is 
because the amount of water aharges collected from farmers is
 
significantly 
 less than what is needed to pay for 0 & M. The problem 
is compounded by the government which does not allocate sufficient 
funds to make up for shortfalls in collections. Systems deteriorate 

rapidly as a result. 
The study concludes by recomuending that farmer participation be 

incorporated into the planning phase of projects so that their needs 
and problems are well identified: 

"Water user associations in the command area need to beclear givenrules in systems operation and maintenance as asthe collection of water well incharges frCa system users. The 0 &Mcell in the project office will reed to be strengthened withproT.r budgetary support vis-a-vis training support to the 0 &Mstaff for timely and regular services to keep the systems
functioning effectively."
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Summary of the Recurrent Cost Study of Operation and
Maintenance of Irrigation Systems in Maharashtra 

by 
Jaga.nnathrao R. Pawar 

and
 
Mahatna PhulaAgricultural University, Maharashtra, India 

The performance of agriculture in the State of Maharashtra,
 
India, is dependent largely 
on the vagaries of the monsoon.
 
Recognizing this fact and in response 
 to other rtural resource 
endowments or lack thereof, the State Government has developed
 
irrigation by completing 
a large number of projects. The efforts to 
develop irrigation represent approximately 20 percent of the 

Government' s budgetl/.
 

Despite the Governent's focus 
on irrigation development, the
 
State is plagued with 
a low water use efficiency. The inefficiency in 
irrigation water use is partly attributable to poor operations and 
maintenance (0 &M). Thus,, it is necessary to determine methods for
 
effecting improvements in 0 
 &M to realize maximLxa returns fram
 

irrigation.
 

IRRIGATIONSYSIIS IN MAH 
X1here are three identifiable types of irrigation systems in 

Maharashtra: lift irrigation systemsr small irrigation systems, and 
flow irrigation systems with service areas above 100 hectares. 
±/The budget providd for irrigation works also includes the expenseson account of operation and maintenance of existing (both old andnew) irrigation systems in the State. 
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After an irrigation project is completed by the Irrigation 
Deartent and cormissiored by the Goerrment, the management wing of 
the Irrigation Department is responsible for 0 & M, with the exception 
of snall systemn2 . 

OM = AND MAININING STMX S)STE.S 

The State of ,Mharashtra has been divided into six regions. A 
Chief Engineer is in charge of each region. Be coordinates activities 
relating to construction of irrigation projects, operation and 
maintenance of irrigation systens, and monitoring and evaluation.
 
Separate wings 
 under the Chief Engineer are responsible for these
 

activities.
 

Each region is, in turn, 
 divided into 3 to 5 circles epending
 
upon the river basins and sub-basins and the number 
 of irrigation
 
projects (both under construction and in operation) 
 in ead region. 
The Superintendent Engineer directs construction, operation and
 
maintenanc, 
 and monitoring and evaluation at the circle level. 

The separation of activities commences at the circle level. Each 
circle is divided into 2 to 4 divisions headed by an Excutive
 
Engirer with 0 &Mas 
ore of these divisions.
 

Finally, each division is 
 divided into 4 to 6 subdivisions and 
each subdivision is composed of 4 to 6 sections. A subdivision is 
headed by a Dputy Engineer, and a section is headed by a Junior 
Engineer. There exists a separate cadre of staff at the division, 
subdivision and section levels for system 0 &M. 

4iSmall irrigation systens, having irrigation potential up to 100hectares, are operated by the irrigation staff workers under zillaparishads. 
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The actual 0 &M activities of each irrigation system are done by 
the section staff at the field level.a/ Besides being responsible for 
0 &M, the section staff are in charge of the equitable and timely 
distribution of water, preventing unauthorized use of irrigation
 
water, and assessnent and reavery 
of water charges. 

The provision for 0 &M is made in the non-plan sector of the 
annual budget. The total budget provision for 0 &M is dependent on 
the total irrigation potential created for use in a particular year 
and not as a fixed proportion of the total irrigation budget. 

MkTM USER CMANIZATIONS
 

The state governent has tried to establish Canal Advisory
 
Camittees (CACs) and Water 
 User Organizations (Pani Panchayats: WUO). 
To date, C@Cs exist on almost all of the cnals. WUO, however, have 
not becone popular despite provisions made L the goverrment to supply 
irrigation water to such organizations at a concessional rate.A/ 

IRRIGATION FEES AND CSLLEIONS
 

Water rates are usually assessed on an area basis for different
 
crops as it is a convenient measure. 
 Water supplied for 
non-irrigation use (domestic and indistrial use) is charged on a 

voluretric basis. 

Irrigation water charges are uniform throughout the State and do 
not differ among systems. However, there seasonalare differences in 

4iField-level staff are represented by canal inspectors. 

4/WUO are expected to charge rates to members not exceeding ratescharged to non-meTers. 
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water charges, based mainly on the duration of the crop over whichirrigation is required and the quantum of precipitation likely to be
received during the season. 

Because the Government has adopted a policy of changing waterrates only after period of ten years,a changes in water rates havenot matched changes in the general level of prices.
However, when irrigation charges are considered along with otherirrigation-related receipts (the employment guarantee scheme cessirrigated on areas and the education cess on irrigated areas), totalrevenues exceed the actual working expenses of irrigation projects inthe State on an aggregated basis. Expenses would not be met ifcharges for irrigation water are considered in isolation. 

In the sample of projects studied, the irrigation water feecollection percentages range from 58 to 68 percent, dependig on the 
size of the system. 

FIELD STDIES
 
Information at the system level was generated from a randomsurvey. The existing arrangements under which 0 &M is implementedwas detailed earlier and a similar pattern was observed in the field 

studies.
 
Farmers 
 contacted during the field studies reported a need forhaving water user organizations for allocating water and maintainingfield channels. Yet, a number of farmers expressed doubts concerning

the effectiveness of such organizations due to the probable
interference of political forces. 
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Farmers' water bills are paid directly to the Irrigation 
Departnent. Charges for the employr.nt guarantee scheme and the 
eduction cess, imposed by the government, are paid directly to the 
Revenue Department at the time of PE'ying annual land revenue taxes on 
the land owned by the farmers. Rules, penalties, good service and 
close contact with the faner are listed as factors helpful to the 
Irrigation Department in collecting water charges. 

The State Goverment has set out definite procedures for 
conducting 0 &M, fixing water rates and collecting water harges. 
Government policy has also encouraged the establishent of Canal 
Advisory Cmmuittees and Water User Organizatioms. Despite these 
efforts, a sizeable proportion of irrigation water resources appears 
to be underutilized, partly as result ofa inefficiencies inherent in 
the 0 &Mmedanisms. The inefficiencies are manifest in the facts 

that: 

1. Costs of 0 &Mare not considered when deciding water rates, 

and
 

2. Water rates are infrequently revised. 

Farmers expect an efficient and equitable water supply. They 
respond positively to paying rates under an assured water supply. 

http:employr.nt
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Sumary of the Study of Recurrent Cost Problems in
Irrigation Systems: Sri Lanka 

by 
Engineering Consultants Ltd. in association withDevelopment Planning Consultants Ltd. 

Sri Lanka 

Irrigation systems in Sri Lanka function within the vagaries ofthe monsocn. The success of irrigation efforts rests ultimately on 
the skill and efficiency with whid farmers and the supporting
techrical and managerial cadres can make the system function. 

The provision of irtigation facilities for agriculture and the
establishment of large irrigated settlenerts, especially in the dry
zor, has been a major thrust of the government since independnc.
In spite of a nunber of criticisms, the major irriGt.ion systems have
generated substantial eplayprt and inoome im the rural areas and are
making a significant contribution to agricultural production. 

Fran about the late 1960s, there has been an increasing level of
attention paid to the subject of water management in these schemes.
This interest was foster. d and heightened by local and foreign water 
managemext slcialists through their research and writings and a
number of seminars which were organized with support fran the 
Goverrnent. The recent concern of Government over the performance of
major irrigation systems is shown by the launching of the Jhaeli
Developnent Project. The Accelerated Mahaweli Ivelopment Progran has
focused intensive attention on the problems of water management,
levels of productivity, and settler motivation, in a way that had not 
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occurred previously. The forreasons ths concern in the mahaweli and 
other irrigation projects have been the gradua realization by
 
policymakers 
 that serious mistakes have been made in the design, 
construction and management of major irrigation schemes and that water 
and not land is the major constraint to increased production. 

As a result of a number of studies, experience gained in
 
implementing numnerous 
 development schemes in major irrigation systems 
and the Governent's recent concerns, it is now possible to identify a 
number of problem areas which require remedial action on prioritya 

basis. Cre aF the most important problem areas which will impact
 
solutions in other 
 problem areas is the willingness and ability of
 
fanners to pay 
 operation and maintenance (0 &M) costs. 

OPERATING AM MAoAIINQL sYMNl/-
Because there are virtually no private irrigation systems in Sri
 

Lanka, 
 the Govrnent has taken the responsibility for major and minor
 
irrigation. There are 
five Goerment agencies associated with
 
irrigation 0 &Mefforts: 
 The Irrigation Department (under the 
Ministry of Lands and Land Dvelopnent, MLLD), the Mahaweli Econanic 
Agency, the Departnent of Agrarian Services (under the Ministry of 
Agricultural Developnent and Research), and the Water Resources 

1/This study is not directly concerned with minor irrigation schemes(command areas less than 200 oracres) Governent s~pnsoredlift-irrigation schmnes because the Government has so far not made adecision to recover 0 &M charges with respect to minor orlift-irrigation schemes. In the latter schemes, since theescalation of fuel prices, the farmers have to supply the fuel tothe Irrigation Department or make a payment for fuel if the pumpsare to operate. This is purely a fuel darge and not an irrigation
rate or an 0 & M recovery. 

I''V 
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Development and Irrigation Management Divisions of the Ministry of 
Lands and Land Development (MLD). 

The Irrigation Department which operates at the natiornal, 
regiorajl, district and project levels has three main irrigation 
obj ectives. 

1) Developnent of land and water resources. 
2) Provision of facilities, and 

3) O &Mof systems 

However, the Overall responsibility for 0 &M now rests with the 
recntly created irrigation management Division which functions in 
accordance with policy guidelines provided by MLLD through the 
Standing Camittee set up for the 0 &M Program. The Irrigation
l£nagment Division has the responsibility for the collection of 0 &M 
rates, organizing publicity and proiding farmer education to ensure 
accepta of the program by farmers. Work is dbne throLh committees 
established in each major irrigation project under a project manager.
The comnittees consisting of all the project level officers in a 
settlement scheme together with farmer representatives. With the
introduction of the 0 &M Cost Recoveries Progran in 1984, funds for 0
&Mwork are allocated to the Irrigation Department by the Irrigation 
Management Division. 

The Mahaweli Econanic Agency conducts an integrated package of 
programs for the all-round development of irrigation settlements under 
the Mhaweli Scheme. The Department of Agrarian Services' 
responsibility is minor irrigation. Finally, the principal function 
of the Water Resources Development Division is to develop policy 
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and an orientation toward the management of water resources
 
principally 
 in the major irrigation systems. 

MkTM USER CFCMNIZANS 

Since the emphasis had been on the design and construction of the 
major irrigation schemes and the settling of as large a number of fann 
families as possible, very little attention was paid to the position 
of farmers as the principal agent of agricultural production. Their 
participation was not sought and their perceptions were not solicited 
or given due recogition in managing schemes. The role of the
 
officials, particularly 
 the officials of the Irrigation Departient,
 
were all important. 
 Very often the relationship between the fanners
 
and the official hierardt in an irrigation scheme was ore of
 
confrontation 
 rather than collaboration. The officials invariably
 
blamed the farmers for excessive use of water, 
 water piracy, failure
 
to observe cultivation calendars and even willful 
dmage to irrigation 
structures during times of water scarcity. The fanter, in contrast,
 
blamed the officials for mot 
 supplying sufficient quantities of water
 
at the times 
 they most wanted it, for irefficiency and for lack of
 
interest. 
 In other words, the divergent viewpoints of the cifficials 
and the farners indicate basically a situation of mutual distrust
 
sometimes leading to confrontation.
 

It is now the declared policy of the Governent that this 
"traditional" situation should be changed if the full potential of 
major irrigation systems are to be developed. The key factor in such 
developnent is basically the management of water for optimum 
productivity. It is in this context that the Goverment has made a 
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cammitinent to develop faner organizations in the major irrigation 
systems. The Goverrment realizes that fanier management of water at 
the tertiary level of the irrigation system offers two important 
advantages over magement by Government agencies. First, farner 
management makes the system more responsive to fanmer reeds and thus 
increases productivity. Second, fanmer management takes some of the 
responsibilities fram Goverment agencies, thus reducing direct 
Government expenditure on irrigation management.
 

To sun up, the formation of farmer 
organizations in the major
irrigation schemes in Sri Lanka is still in its infancy. The basic 
position, hlwever, is that there is a policy commitment towards 
building these organizations. But the realization of this objective
will likely take a significant period of time given its evolution. 

IRRIGATION FEES AND CLLEa'TIS
 
Historically irrigation fees in Sri Lanka have been
 

insignificant. 
 Irrigation water was not recognized as a scarce and 
expensive resource. The farmers considered it as gift fran thea 

Government 
 (the great benefactor).
 

Fran 1970 to 1977, the collection of ary 
 form of water charges in 
the agricultural sector was virtually abancred. The enforcement of 
the r'ates is'a politically sensitive issue. The political elites 
would rather refrain frcm advocating water charges which are unpopular 
with fanmers. 

However, the Government's policy on irrigation rates has 
undergone a recent change. These efforts are particularly important
because the funds the Goernent is able to release for 0 &Mhave 
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been insufficient to implement a proper program of 0 &M. The
 
position of the Government is 
 that the 0 &Mcharge introduced at the 
beginning of 1984 is not an irrigation rate or a water charge or a 
levy to recover the cost of constructing or rehabilitating the 
irrigation system. The Government has sought to explain the 0 &M 
charge to the farmers as an annual contribution which the farmers are 
called upon to pay for the proper operation and maintenance of the
 
system. The Government points out 
 that the farmers themselves stand 
to benefit by systeatic attention to O &Mwork, especially where the 
irrigation system is old. 

After 6 months of implementation, the 1985 district collections 
remain far from satisfactory with a range in collection rates of from 
0 to 53 percent. Bowever, it is important to realize that the 0 &M 

recovery program has been in operation only a short time. It is too 
early to say how the Goverment will enforce the fee payment rules and 
what sanctions will be imposed on defaulting farmers. 

Out of the four irrigation schemes (Minipe, Mahaweli H Area, Gal 
Oya Left Bank and Parakrama Samudraya) that were selected fr- site 
analysis, 3 were stipulated by the USAID mission in Sri Lanka. At 
each site, farmer interviews were conducted to a'-m-rtain irrigation 
system strengths and weaknesses. They found that the 1985 collections 
in the Mahaweli H Area were a relatively high 57.3% while they were 
lower elsewhere. Efforts to establish WOY in the Gal Oya project seem 
to have paid off in increased farmer participation. 
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Water problems emerged in almst all schemes studies. The type
of water problems range fran total absence of water to inadequate and 
unreliable supplies. The most connon problems are lack of water in 
the reservoir, waste of water by Iead-end farmers, poor channel 
maintenance and defects in the conveyance system. 

In the past, there was hardly any emnasis on the management of 
the irrigation system as a whole and on the reed for a continuous
 
effort at operating and maintaining the sdeme. 
 After the irrigation 
systems begin to malfunction, the remedy has been to ask for further 
investments to rehabilitate the scheme or parts of Oncethe scheme. 

such rehabilitation 
was completed, mintenance continue to be well
 
below 
 the required standards. Additionally, farmers were not
 
encouraged to participate in any of 
 these matters.
 

Through 
 a slow and hesitant path, policy perspectives have now

arrived at the recognition that there 
are acute tednical, managerial
 
and socio-econcmic problems in nearly all of the major irrigation
 
systems in Sri Lanka 
 and that unless they are resolved or contained
 
within certain limitsz, these schemes will not 
contribute to national
 
growth as originally envisaged.
 

The policy thinking of the Goverment has also posed the question
of rehabilitation y-s. operation and maintenance. There is one school 
of thought which emphasizes rehabilitation of an irrigation system
fran time to time in order to maintain its efficiency. The other view 
emphasizes the importance of regular maintenance in order to sustain 
the efficiency of irrigation systeman over a long period of time. In 
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the context of Sri Lanka, aerdependence on rehabilitation does not 
appear to be a desirable objective. While some amount of njor 
rehabilitation work is being done now in different major irrigation 
schemes and will een have to be conducted in the future, the policy 
option of rehabilitation is too expensive for country sucha as Sri 
Lanka. In such a context, the policy perspectives of the Government 
have turrnd towards emphasizong regular operation and maintenance as 
the viable answer to maintaining the efficiency of irrigation systems. 
It is for this reason that the Goverrment has introduced a program for 

0 &M recoveries. 


